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ABSTRACT 
 

 

Context: The Telecommunication industry has experienced a great revolution 

since last decade. Mobile devices become the new fashion trend and play a vital 

role in every one´s life. Due to this reason, major industry experts predict the 

upcoming time to be the time of Mobile Industry. The success of mobile industry is 

by and large dependent on its consumers. Therefore it is necessary for the vendors 

to focus on their target audience i.e. what are the needs and requirements of their 

consumers and how they feel and perceive about their products. UX evaluation of 

mobile products and services (MPS) can help the organizations for developing 

more user friendly products and services that can meet the user expectations, needs 

and acceptance.  

 

Objectives: In this thesis study, one of our main focuses was to explore 

different definitions and concepts of UX present in academia, ISO and other 

standards. Also, we were interested to identify different UXEMs and the UX 

role in mobile industry in order to develop a better understanding about the 

importance of UX in the success of Mobile products and services (MPS).  

 

Methods: An exploratory case study was carried out to answer the research 

questions of this thesis study. At the end, the results of the case study were 

evaluated from a workshop, held at Ericsson AB (Karlskrona). On the basis of 

case study and workshop, final results are presented. 

 

Results: During this thesis study, we have proposed an initial framework to 

understand UX. We have also proposed a toolkit of UXEMs that can provide 

guideline about UXEMs i.e. which UXEM is suitable for which factor of UX 

and during which phase of development life cycle. 

 

Conclusions: In academia (literature), different definitions and terminologies 

are present for UX but still no consensus is found on one single definition of UX. 

In academia, different authors have identified different UX factors that may 

influence the UX in adoption of MPS. Through Case Study, we identified 

different UXEMs and UX evaluation criteria that are used to capture the UX. 

We have presented different UX factors that need to be focused for evaluating 

UX in Mobile Industry. We conclude that there is a need of such UXEM or 

UXEMs that can capture the broader picture of UX as most of the identified 

UXEMs were only useful to measure some of the UX factors. After conducting 

workshop at Ericsson AB (Karlskrona), we conclude that there is need to make 

industry and academia more closer for developing good understanding about 

UX i.e. still industry people are not much familiar with different UXEMs and 

UX factors .  

 

 

Keywords: User Experience, Mobile Industry, User Experience 

Evaluation, User Experience Evaluation Methods.  
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1 CHAPTER: INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter provides a brief overview of this thesis. The Background of thesis is described 

in section 1.1 whereas Problem Definition of this thesis study is presented in section 1.2. 

Aims & Objectives of thesis are mentioned in section 1.3 whereas the Research Questions 

and their description are discussed in section 1.4. The Expected Outcomes are explained in 

sections 1.5 and section 1.6 is based on the complete Outlines of thesis.  

1.1 Background 
 
Computer science took almost more than 20 years to prove its identity amongst different 

disciplines of science such as Physics, Chemistry, and Mathematics [1]. According to Lewis 

and Smith [2], computer science scholars spent more than 50 years to define Computer 

Science but unfortunately have not reached any consensus.  

 

Computing Curricula 2008 [1] has described Computer Science as a body of Knowledge. It 

further identifies 14 sub-areas of knowledge that are; Algorithms and Complexity, 

Architecture and Organization, Computational Science/Numeric Methods, Discrete 

Structures, Graphics and Visual Computing, Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), 

Information Management, Intelligent Systems, Net-Centric Computing, Operating Systems, 

Programming Fundamentals, Programming Languages, Social and Professional Issues and 

Software Engineering. 

 

Computer science as a discipline is changing with the passage of time by the rise in 

recognition of computer science as an empirical science where data collection and analysis 

are considered as important as are formal proofs [3].  An increasingly important task of 

computer science is to support the analysis and design of computers in order to make things 

learn quickly, as tools to be useful in one's work and as medium of interaction with other 

people. HCI is the specialized area that addresses this issue [4]. 

 

HCI entertains the design, implementation and assessment of interactive systems in the 

environment of the user‘s task [5]. The core objective of HCI is to design such computer 

systems that can allow the user to focus on the task without any disturbance due to the poor 

interface by helping them to go through the task. The interactive system components [5] are 

Human, Computer and their Interaction as shown in Figure 1 and is adapted from [6]. The 

interaction design has different qualities such as Usability, Utility, Satisfaction, 

Communication and Sociability [6]. 

 

 
 

Human Computer 

Interaction 

Direct / Indirect 

Figure 1: Interactive system components 
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Recently, HCI has emerged as a critical part of computer science research and development. 

It has discovered many problems and has provided well designed solutions such as user 

interface management systems, task oriented help and instruction. People belonging to 

different cultures are also a key factor. This factor deals with the context, how people from 

different areas, perceive computing technology and the impact of that technology on their 

lives. That all makes HCI a viable part of computer science [4].  

 

Usability is considered to be an important attribute of interactive design that plays a vital role 

in the development of any product. Usability can be considered in different scenarios like 

task performance, ease of use and ease of learning etc. A lot of research has been carried out 

on the usability and perceived user experience. The ISO standards define usability in ISO 

9124-11 as ―The extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve 

specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use‖ 

[7]. Furthermore different definitions of usability are present in the literature.  

 

Dix [8] defines usability in terms of Learnability, Flexibility and Robustness. In the same 

way, Shackel [9] defines usability fusion of five components i.e. Efficiency (Speed), 

Learnability (Time to learn), Learnability (Retention), Effectiveness (Errors) and Attitude. 

Moreover, there are a number of usability concepts and definitions presented by different 

authors in different scenarios. 

 

Regarding usability of software products, [8] further carried out this discussion towards the 

relationship between the Functionality (product), Usability (interaction between product and 

user), and the User satisfaction (user experience). According to these authors, although these 

are three independent elements but they affect each other in some way. For example, a poor 

usability of the product creates a negative user experience that may create frustration, 

annoyances and bad impression towards the product.  

 

The quick advancement of information technology results into different challenges such as, 

how to meet user requirements and the problem of availability [10]. The product‘s 

availability is very important, and at the same time the User Experience (UX) has more far 

reaching implications. 

 

Different authors have provided different definitions of UX. Preece et al. [11] consider UX 

as Satisfaction, Enjoyment, Entertainment, Helpful, Motivating, Aesthetically, Pleasing, 

Supportive of Creativity, Rewarding, Emotionally, Funny and Fulfilling. 

 

UX has been a burning issue in HCI from last few years. Generally, different techniques [12] 

such as interviews, observations, surveys, storytelling, and diaries are being used to capture 

UX but in the HCI research area the perception of user experience and its assessment has not 

been achieved yet and still there are many things to be done in addressing this issue.  

 

During the last several years, a mounting interest for ―designing the user experience‖ has 

been taken into account by business people, designers, interaction design firms and e-

business strategy providers. The term ―Designing the user experience‖ explains the need to 

identify users and their requirements for making interaction design and product design 

capable of achieving specific user experience goals [10]. Although a few theories of user 

experience [13-15] exist but the term ―UX‖ is interpreted into a wide range of meanings due 

to which no consistent theory of experience is present for the designers [16]. Therefore, to 

assist the design community, a lot of work is required for developing a clear understanding 

about UX, its components and the efforts to design for it [10].  

 

According to [17], there are many competing definitions of the term ―user experience‖ but 

scholars and practitioners are agreed that a user experience is not a directly measurable 

event. Different people have different perceptions about a proper definition of the UX but so 
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far have not reached a consensus.  One reason might be that, UX is a collection of an infinite 

amount of smaller experiences that are relating to some contexts, people and products. Due 

to this, it is hard to collect and analyze data that is based on the complex process of 

interaction among users and the world that exists in user minds.  

 

Sales figures, customer satisfaction and recommendation scores, consumer and technical 

reviews, and user feedback from usability tests are the existing examples of experience 

measurement [18]. These methods help project teams in a reflective way by providing little 

insight into user‘s feelings about their experience with a particular product and even less 

insight to project team members who must make experience design decisions about a product 

that has not yet been released. 

 

The Telecommunication industry has experienced a great revolution since last decade. Now 

[19], traditional wired telephones and their services have became a part of history. This leads 

to a change of infrastructures to data based services, homogeneous to heterogeneous 

networks and non intelligent devices to smart handhelds, personal digital assistants, and 

mobile computers.  

 

Mobile implies portability and refers to devices that are capable of communicating voice, 

text, data, and video [20]. These communication devices include smart phone, personal 

digital assistant (PDAs), laptop, global positioning systems (GPS) and mobile payment (m-

payment) systems. Mobile consumers are facilitated to perform different activities such as 

trading, banking, shopping, bill payments, and other services without being connected to 

wires or fixed in a particular location.  

 

Mobile devices [21] have become a necessary part of every one´s life due to which major 

industry experts think that the upcoming time is likely to be the time of Mobile Industry and 

its success is by and large based on consumers‘ buy in, and therefore vendors should focus 

their target audience who will be using such a technology. Therefore, the use and operation 

of it should be as simple as possible that can be easily understandable for everyone. 

 

The study of HCI for mobile devices [4] is comparatively a new research field due to which 

a short history of leading conferences and commercially successful devices can be found that 

are available for less than a decade. Mobile HCI field was not given so much attention in the 

past due to which a little knowledge is available about the research field. 

 

Quality can be considered as a standard that satisfies the user by gathering all the functional 

and non functional requirements of the system [22]. In both Mobile Software‘s and 

traditional software development, the quality of product has a key role. User satisfaction and 

interest in a product represents the quality of that product. According to ISO 9126 [22], 

Functionality, Reliability, Efficiency, Maintainability, Portability and Usability are the six 

main attributes of quality. 

1.2 Problem Definition: 
 

According to [10], during processes of product design and development, the word 

―experience‖ and the UX concept are interpreted as ambiguous buzzwords. Experience 

usually refers to as experience [23], an experience  [24] and experience as story [25]. 

Richard Carlson [23] presented a theory of consciousness where he defined experience as 

self narration i.e. the continuous flow of the moments of consciousness usually known as 

Experienced Cognition. On the other hand, John Dewey [24] defined his theory of 

experience as, ―an experience has a beginning and an end, and changes the user, and 

sometimes, the context of the experience as a result‖. However, Roger Schank [25] discussed 

experience as the way to narrate experience as story. Stories are helpful to remember 
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experience and as they are naturally communicative, therefore they are easy to share 

experiences amongst different audiences.  

 

Different technologies are playing helpful role in our daily lives. Mobile phone [22] can be 

considered as the most fashionable and necessary technology carrying by people with 

themselves ubiquitously. Currently, companies are facing different challenges such as: 

 

 How to meet user requirements [10]? 

 How to make user friendly products [10]?  

 How mobile products and services are perceived, and how the experience can be 

measured and optimized [26]. 

 In order to increase the value of mobile products and services, the companies are 

interested to develop complete understanding about [27]:  

 

 User requirements 

 User interests  

 User acceptance 

 

The complete understanding of the user requirements, user interests and user acceptance are 

the main features in order to increase the value of a mobile product and service for customers 

[27].  

 

The participation of users in the development of a mobile product(s) or service(s) involves 

complete understanding of users and their needs that may result into more successful and 

user satisfaction system. User participation can also raise customer reliability and help in 

sustaining long term relationships with users. By and large, understanding and serving the 

users or user groups could act as a source of viable advantage and should not be ignored.  

1.3 Aims & Objectives 
 

The overall aim of this research is to investigate User Experience Evaluation for MPS 

(Mobile Product(s) and Service(s)). In order to facilitate companies about the understanding 

of UX, there is need of a framework that can help to identify different UX factors and 

interpretations of UX. Followings are the main objectives:  

 

 Identification of different terminologies, concepts and definitions of User Experience 

(UX) in literature, models and ISO standards. 

 Investigation of the UX Role in Mobile Industry that is present in literature. 

 Investigation of the recent UX challenges faced by the mobile industry. 

 Identification of different UXEMs present in literature and how they are used. 

1.4 Research Questions 
 

Followings are the research questions that will be addressed: 

 

RQ 1: What are the different definitions and concepts for UX in literature? 
 

With the help of case study, different definitions and concepts for UX will be specified. This 

question will be helpful to identify the different definitions and concepts for UX by different 

authors presented in different contexts. 
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RQ 2: How is the role of UX in the Mobile Industry described in literature? 

 

This question will also be answered through case study. The question will help to investigate 

the role of UX in different areas of Mobile Industry according to different authors. This will 

also facilitates to highlight the importance of UX in Mobile Industry in the point of view of 

different people of Mobile Industry. 

 

RQ 3: What are the currently published UX Evaluation Methods (UXEMs) and how are 

they used? 
 

With the help of case study, this question will be used to figure out different UXEMs present 

in literature. In order to make firm foundation for the UX evaluation during different 

development phases of product and services, the pros and cons along with the applicability to 

different UX aspects of studied UXEMs will be investigated in this research question.  

 

RQ 4: What kind of framework can be developed to understand UX and to customize the 

number of measures used for UX evaluation in mobile industry? 

 

This question will help to develop a framework on the basis of the findings of first three 

research questions. The developed framework will help to understand the UX phenomenon 

and different measures for UX evaluation. This framework will also try to facilitate UXEMs 

for the UX measurement by identifying different measures of UX. 

1.5 Expected Outcomes 
 

The expected outcomes will be: 

 

 Different concepts and definitions of UX present in different models, ISO and 

literature. 

 UX Role in mobile industry, identified by different authors with respect to MPS. 

 List of UXEMs that can be used during the development phases of MPS. 

 List of UX challenges in requirement capturing and producing design solutions for 

MPS. 

 A framework developed from this study will be helpful to: 

 

 Understand UX phenomenon 

 Identify different factors of UX. 

 Identify different Measurable Entities 

 Identify different interpretations of UX 

 Identify different measures for UX evaluation.  

 

 How the developed framework can assist the UXEMs for UX testing, an analysis of 

the obtained results. 

 Suggestions for organizations. 

 Discussion about the experience of authors related to developed framework.  

1.6 Thesis Outlines: 
 

This section presents the outline of the remaining thesis report. The thesis report is divided 

into 5 sections. 

 

 

 

Section I: Overview 
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This section provides the overview of thesis. The background of Research Area, Research 

Questions, Aims and Objectives, Expected Outcomes and Research Methodology are the 

main part of this section. The following chapters are the part of this section. 

 

Chapter 1 – Introduction 

Chapter 2 – Research Methodology 

 

Section II: Case Study 

 

This thesis is based on the Case Study approach. As it is an exploratory Case Study for 

which we have used Independent Method (Documentation Analysis), therefore, we have 

conducted a Literature review for document collection, which is presented in this section. 

The concepts and definitions about UX, Mobile Industry and MPS are presented in this 

section. Also, the role of UX in mobile industry along with the different UXEMs is provided 

in this section. The included chapters in this section are: 

 

Chapter 3 - User Experience (UX) 

Chapter 4 - UX Role in Mobile Industry 

Chapter 5 - UX Evaluation 

Chapter 6 - UX Evaluation Methods (UXEMs) 

 

Section III: Empirical Analysis 

 

Chapter 7 - Analysis and Interpretations of Case Study 

Chapter 8 - Workshop 

Chapter 9 - Validity 

 

Section IV: Conclusions and Future Work 

 

Chapter 10: Conclusions and Future Work 

 

References 

 

Section V: Appendixes 

 

Appendix A: Workshop Questionnaire 

Appendix B: UX Definition 
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2 CHAPTER: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

In this thesis study, we have used a Case Study approach [28].  

2.1 Case Study: 
 

According to [28], Case study is an empirical investigation about a contemporary event that 

exist in its real life context. It is more suitable when the boundaries are not clearly evident 

between that event and context.  

 

2.1.1 Types of Case Study: 
 

According to [28], three types of case studies are used for research named as explanatory,  

descriptive and exploratory and are presented in the Table 2 below: 

 

Table 2: Types of Case Study 

 

Type Description Suitability 

Descriptive Its main focus is to describe a 

phenomenon or theory 

It is best suitable, when 

investigator is well familiar 

with the previous theory 

Exploratory Its main focus is to explore a 

phenomenon or theory 

It is best suitable, when there 

are gaps present in the 

knowledge 

Explanatory Its main focus is to develop a theory 

or hypothesis based on good 

practical or theoretical knowledge 

It is best suitable, when 

someone is interested  in 

developing a theory or 

hypothesis  

 

Yin [28] has defined the followings five major steps to perform case study: 

 

 Design of Case study 

 Data collection preparation 

 Evidence collection 

 Data Analysis 

 Reporting 

2.1.2 The norm to use Case Study: 
 

Case studies are suitable for the investigation of some contemporary phenomenon of the real 

world when the investigator has a low or no control over the events [28]. In our case, UX is 

comparatively an immature concept, as there are shortcomings of the empirical research 

(qualitative or quantitative) in this area that further restricts our understanding about the 

concept of UX and its aspects [29]. In real world, UX is considered to be very complex 

phenomenon due to the following reasons: 

 

 People exercise their experience all the time. 

 People live in a world where they have to interact with different people and different 

things.  
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Due to the above reasons, we decided to choose case study approach for the investigation of 

UX evaluation in Mobile Industry. 

2.1.2.1 Exploratory Case Study: 

 

A sufficient knowledge about the research area is not present as the research area is 

relatively new; therefore we have decided to perform Exploratory Case Study in order to 

explore the UX phenomenon and to figure out the knowledge gap for UX Evaluation in 

Mobile Industry i.e. UXEMs and UX Evaluation Criterias. 

 

2.1.3 Design and Planning: 

2.1.3.1 Objectives: 

The authors were interested in the followings: 

 

 Identification of different terminologies, concepts and definitions of UX in literature, 

models and ISO standards. 

 Investigation of UX Role in the Mobile Industry, present in literature. 

 Identification of UX evaluation criteria present in literature. 

 Identification of different UXEMs present in literature and how they are used. 

 Investigation of recent UX challenges faced by mobile industry. 

2.1.3.2 The Case: 

The case study was performed on the area of UX evaluation in Mobile Industry. UX has 

been a sizzling issue in HCI from last few years. The term ―Designing the user experience‖ 

explains the need to identify users and their requirements for making interaction design and 

product design capable of achieving specific user experience goals [10]. Although a few 

theories of user experience [13-15] exist but the term ―UX‖ is interpreted into a wide range 

of meanings due to which no consistent theory of experience is present for the designers [16]. 

Therefore, to assist the design community, a lot of work is required for developing a clear 

understanding about UX, its components and the efforts to design for it [10]. 

 
A complete understanding of the user requirements, user interests and user acceptance are 

the main features in order to increase the value of a mobile product and service for customers 

[27]. The participation of users in the development of a mobile product(s) or service(s) 

involves complete understanding of users and their needs that may result into more 

successful and user satisfaction system. User participation can also raise customer reliability 

and help in sustaining long term relationships with users. By and large, understanding and 

serving the users or user groups could act as a source of viable advantage and should not be 

ignored. 

2.1.3.2.1 Unit of Analysis: 

We have performed an Embedded Case Study [28] where, we put UX case in one context i.e. 

to evaluate UX in mobile industry by included multiple units of analysis. This study included 

main & smaller units at different levels but within a case. 

2.1.3.2.1.1 Case UX definitions and concepts: 

UX has become an important factor in the success of every product and technology today 

[30]. Even high level usability is not enough to engage people with a product or service.  In 

order to fill the gap between an engaging and a usable product, UX research has been 

introduced. UX is discussed differently in the literature; therefore this case was selected to 

perform the case study.  
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2.1.3.2.1.2 Case UX Role in Mobile Industry: 

Recently, an enormous growth in mobile applications is carried out due to which designers 

and companies are trying to address: ―how these applications are perceived, and how the 

experience can be measured and optimized” [26]. In order to address this question, this case 

was selected for case study. 

2.1.3.2.1.3 Case UXEMs: 

This case was selected for case study in order to elaborate the UXEMs that can help to 

understand that how users do experience while using a designed system. This is considered to 

be a general requirement for all UXEMs, but there might be a variety of methods that are 

used for different purposes. 

2.1.3.3 Case Study Protocol: 

The case study protocol acts as a guideline to make decisions for design. Case study protocol 

is also helpful to provide a systematic manner for the collection of data. It is also used to 

build concrete research during the planning phase, which plays an important role to select 

data sources. In this thesis study, case study protocol is comprised of the following contents, 

which played an important role to execute the case study: 

 

 The Research Questions for performing the case study, which are described in the 

Chapter 1, section 1.4. 

 The data collection methods which were used for collecting the data for executing 

the case study and are presented in the section 2.1.3.4. 

 Objectives that we wanted to achieve from Case Study are provided in section 

2.1.3.1. 

 The documentation of the case UX that helped to develop an initial framework to 

understand UX in Mobile Industry (See Chapter 7, Section 7.3), a toolkit for 

UXEMs (See Chapter 7, Section 7.4) and extended UX evaluation criteria (See 

Chapter 7, Section 7.5). 

The overview of our case study is presented in Figure 2 below: 

 
 

 

 

 

Case Study for UX and UX Evaluation 

Literature 

Review 

Literature 

review of 

different 

concepts and 

definitions of 

UX present in 

different 

models, ISO 

and literature 

 

 List of UXEMs 

that can be used 

during different 

development 

phases of MPS 

 Most focused 

factors of UX 

identified by 

different UXEMs 

Apply of Framework 

An initial framework to 

understand UX 

 

A toolkit for UXEMs 

 

UX Evaluation 

Procedure for MPS in 

Mobile Industry 

Provide suggestions 

& guidelines to 

Companies for UX 

Evaluation in the 

future development 

of MPS 

 Role of different 

UX factors in 

adoption of 

MPS 

 UX challenges 

faced by Mobile 

Industry 

Figure 2: Overview of Case Study 
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2.1.3.4 Data Collection Types used for Our Case Study: 

Three types of methods are used to conduct a case study [31], and are: 

 

 Direct Method i.e. Interviews 

 Indirect Method i.e. Observations 

 Independent i.e. Documentation Analysis 

For this thesis study, we have used exploratory case study. To investigate our research area, 

we were interested in collecting all the possible available document evidences (Articles, 

Journals, Conferences, and Books etc). Therefore, the Independent Method was followed in 

this thesis study. As, this thesis study is exploratory in nature and exploratory research is 

basically based on literature review [32], therefore, a literature review was conducted to 

collect different documents from academia. In this thesis study, we used the guidelines of 

case study to collect and analyze the data that was extracted from the documents, which were 

found after conducting literature review. 

 

Firstly, different definitions and concepts of UX were explored in the literature provided by 

different authors. Secondly, role of UX in mobile industry was examined from literature. 

Thirdly, different UX evaluations Criterias were discovered from literature. At the end, 

different UXEMs were explored from the literature.  

2.1.3.5 Identification of the Need of Literature Review: 

According to [33], literature review is helpful in acquiring all the available document 

evidences. A better understanding might be developed through literature review of past 

research studies in currently under examined area, based on different theoretical 

propositions.  

 

A literature review was conducted to develop basics for a conceptual model based on 

theoretical foundations. A high quality literature review should be completed from every 

aspect and must be concept based. As the concepts establish the organizing framework of a 

review therefore we conducted a concept centric literature review.  

 

The definitions of different key words of the research area were elaborated to set the 

boundaries of this thesis study. These boundaries have included issues like contextual 

limitations, levels of analysis and the scope of the work. All the relevant literature on the 

topic is covered by following the recommended structured approach [34] in order to 

acknowledge the source material for the review. 

2.1.3.6 Search Strings: 

For unbiased and comprehensive Literature Review, selection and formulation of key words 

is considered to be a vital step. For identifying keywords, the major source was the recent 

work in the interested research area that contains main keywords.  

 

The mainly used key terms are: ((HCI) AND (Usability)) OR ((Usability) AND (Usability 

Evaluation)) OR ((HCI) AND (User Experience)) OR ((User Experience) AND (Mobile 

Industry)) OR ((User Experience) AND (Mobile products and services)) OR ((User 

Experience) AND (User Experience Evaluation Methods)) OR ((User Experience) AND 

(Challenges faced by Mobile Industry)). At the end, all the possible combinations of 

keywords were applied in the search with an aim to occupy whole research area. 

2.1.3.7 Resources: 

At first, we began with Google Scholar and Inspec/Compendex, but the set of results was 

massive and redundant. It was also found that, the results in Google Scholar and 

Inspec/Compendex were also found in ACM, Springer, Science Direct, Jstor and IEEE. For 
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this Literature Review, we tried to have more focus on IEEE and ACM in particular as these 

sources are more reliable and trustworthy. But, as the arc of study was claimed [17] to be 

diverse and immature due to which there did not exist a coherent view. Therefore, we 

searched different other sources like Springer, Science Direct, and Jstor (we called them 

“Others” in the Table 3) as well for collecting all possible information in order to 

understand this area.  
 

We also preferred most concerned conferences to their research area, especially Human 

Computer Interaction (HCI) journals and conferences were searched to get the most valuable 

results as shown in the Table 3 under name ―Manual Search‖.  

2.1.3.8 Data Extraction: 

On the basis of search strings, the search was performed to extract data from the sources. 

Following Table 3 presents the results of the conducted search. 

 

Table 3: Resources Searched Results 

 

Source Name Total Articles Selected Articles 

IEEE 123 18 

ACM 162 30 

Others 134 55 

Manual Search 360 23 

Total : 779 126 

 

2.1.4 Analysis and Interpretations: 
 

The case study was performed on the basis of objectives as discussed in section 2.1.3.1. We 

started performing case study on the basis of units of analysis as discussed in section 

2.1.3.2.1. After analyzing different definitions and concepts of UX, different factors of UX 

have been identified as presented in Table 20 (See Chapter 7, Section 7.1). From Case Study, 

different factors have been identified that influence the UX in adoption of MPS as presented 

in the Table 22 (See Chapter 7, Section 7.2). We did analysis to rank each factor that 

influences the UX in adoption of MPS (See Chapter 7, Section 7.2). In Chapter 7, Section 

7.2.2, different UX challenges faced by Mobile Industry are also identified. Through 

literature, different UXEMs were collected and are presented in Table 24 (See Chapter 7, 

Section 7.4). Table 22 shows different identified UXEMs that are implementable on the 

different phases of MPS development lifecycle.  

 

We have also identified different UX evaluation criterias (See Chapter 5, Section 5.2) along 

with the different UX factors focused by different UXEMs (See Chapter 7, Section 7.4). On 

the basis of this analysis, we have extended the systematic criteria for evaluating UX 

presented by Roto et al. [35] in the Chapter 7, Section 7.5. The Chapter 7 provides a detailed 

discussion about the analysis and results of Case Study. 

2.2 Workshop: 
 

In order to present and evaluate the thesis study, a workshop was organized at Ericsson AB 

(Karlskrona). The participants of the workshop were a professional audience i.e. a team of 

Ericsson AB (system engineers and designers) and the supervisors of this thesis Dr. Kari 

Rönkkö and Mr. Jeff Winter. On the whole, the major goal of the workshop was to get the 

feedback on the results of the Case Study i.e. by presenting the proposed framework of UX 

and toolkit of UXEMs. More specifically, we were interested to investigate the perception 

and opinion of industrial experts about UX and role of UX in the industry.  
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We planned this workshop by following the guidelines of Rollins [36]. In the beginning, we 

started with a brief introduction about ourselves, our supervisors and research area along 

with the related work of the research study. This was followed by a demonstration of 

proposed UX framework, UX evaluation criteria and toolkit of UXEMs. During the 

presentation, participants were encouraged to question about the proposed work. At the end 

of presentation, a discussion was carried out upon the proposed study. At the end of 

discussion session, a questionnaire was distributed amongst the participants. 

 

2.2.1 Questionnaire: 
 

We collected feedback from the participants of the workshop through a structured 

questionnaire consisted of: 

 

 Some questions of Likert Scale Type [37] of four points for each. 

 Some open ended questions. 

 

The questionnaire was composed of seven questions as provided in the appendix A. The 

feedback of the participants provided us an opportunity to evaluate the presented work. The 

questionnaire was divided into two parts i.e. UX and UXEMs. The usefulness of the 

proposed initial framework to understand UX and toolkit of UXEMs was determined through 

the questionnaire. Different UX factors were also presented in the questionnaire, which 

participants ranked according to their usefulness. The detail research methodology is shown 

in Figure 3 below: 

 Literature review of different concepts and 

definitions of UX present in different 

models, ISO and literature 

 UX Role in mobile industry, identified by 

different authors with respect to MPS 

 Different factors that influence the 

adoption of MPS 

 List of challenges faced by Mobile Industry 

 List of UXEMs that can be used during the 

development phases of MPS 

 List of different factors of UX that needs to 

be evaluated for better UX 

RQ 1 

RQ 2 

RQ 3 

RQ 4 

Case Study 

a) An initial framework to understand 

UX, to provide the followings: 
 Different factors of UX 

 Different interpretations of UX 

 Different Measurable Entities 

b) Different factors that influence the 

adoption of MPS 

c) List of UX challenges faced by 

Mobile Industry 

d) Different UX factors for UX 

evaluation. 

e) Toolkit of UXEMs 

f) UX Evaluation Criteria 

UX & UX Evaluation 

Workshop to Evaluate the Framework of 

UX and toolkit of UXEMs 

Suggestions and recommendations to 

improve the UX Evaluation for MPS 

Literature 

 Review 

Figure 3: Detail Research Methodology 
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SECTION II – CASE STUDY 
 

 

Chapter 3: User Experience (UX) 

Chapter 4: UX Role in Mobile Industry 

Chapter 5: UX Evaluation 

Chapter 6: UX Evaluation Methods (UXEMs) 
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3 CHAPTER: USER EXPERIENCE (UX) 
 

Human always do experiences on daily basis such as: fun, attraction, frustration, boredom, 

joy, positive and negative experience and so on. Human formulate their experience all the 

time, because they live in a world where they have to interact with different people and 

different things. Due to this reason, Human experience is considered as very complex. 

 

UX has become an important factor in the success of any product and technology today [30]. 

Even high level usability is not enough to engage people with a product or service.  In order 

to fill the gap between an engaging and a usable product, UX research has been introduced.  

 

UX is discussed differently by different authors in the literature. Different definitions and 

concepts of UX are provided in the following sections 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. 

3.1 Different Definitions for UX from Literature and 

Standards: 
 

3.1.1 Definitions from Literature: 
 

According to Alben [13], ―All the aspects of how people use an interactive product: the way 

it feels in their hands, how well they understand how it works, how they feel about it while 

they are using it, how well it serves their purposes, and how well it fits into the entire context 

in which they are using it‖. 

 

In 2007, Desmet et al. [38] identify UX as, ”The entire set of affects that is elicited by the 

interaction between a user and a product including the degree to which all our senses are 

gratified (aesthetic experience) the meanings we attach to the product (experience of 

meaning) and the feelings and emotions that are elicited (emotional experience)”. 

 

Macarthur et al. [39] have defined UX as, ”the value derived from interaction(s) [or 

anticipated interaction(s)] with a product or service and the supporting cast in the context of 

use (e.g. time, location, and user disposition)”.  

 

According to Jetter et al. [40], ―UX incorporates not only the traditional qualities like 

reliability, functionality or usability but also novel and hard-to-grasp concepts from visual 

or industrial design, psychology or marketing research e.g., attractiveness, stimulation, fun, 

coolness, sexiness or the successful delivery of the brand proposition‖. 

 

In [41], Henke has identified UX as, ―the user experience can be defined simply as the sum 

total of everything that the user experiences while interacting with any aspect of the 

product‖. 

 

Nielsen-Norman Group [123] defines UX as, “All aspects of the end-user's interaction with 

the company, its services, and its products. The first requirement for an exemplary user 

experience is to meet the exact needs of the customer without fuss or bother. Next come 

simplicity and elegance that produce products that are a joy to own, a joy to use. True user 

experience goes far beyond giving customers what they say they want or providing checklist 

features‖. 

 

UPA (Usability Professionals‘ Association) [124] have elaborated UX as, ―Every aspect of 

the user's interaction with a product, service, or company that make up the user's 
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perceptions of the whole.  User experience design as a discipline is concerned with all the 

elements that together make up that interface, including layout, visual design, text, brand, 

sound, and interaction. UE works to coordinate these elements to allow for the best possible 

interaction by users‖. 

 

Shedroff [125] has discussed UX as, ―The overall experience, in general or specifics, a user, 

customer, or audience member has with a product, service, or event‖. Shedroff further 

defines experience individually as ―the sensation of interaction with a product, service, or 

event, through all of our senses, over time, and on both physical and cognitive levels‖. 

 

In 2006, Hassenzahl [29] defined UX as, ―A consequence of a user‟s internal state 

(predispositions, expectations, needs, motivation, mood, etc.), the characteristics of the 

designed system (e.g. complexity, purpose, usability, functionality, etc.) and the context (or 

the environment) within which the interaction occurs (e.g. organizational/social setting, 

meaningfulness of the activity, voluntariness of use, etc.)‖. This will be discussed in detail 

later on. 

 

According to Mäkelä et al. [42], UX is ―a result of motivated action in a certain context. The 

user‟s previous experiences and expectations influence the present experience, and the 

present experience leads to more experiences and modified expectations‖. The whole 

phenomenon is presented in figure 10 and is adapted from [42]. 

 

According to Roto [43], UX can be perceived as, ―a term that describes user‟s feelings 

towards a specific product, system, or object during and after interacting with it. Various 

aspects influence the feelings, such as user‟s expectations, the conditions in which the 

interaction takes place and the system‟s ability to serve user‟s current needs‖. 

3.1.2 ISO definition for UX: 
 

In 2008, ISO 9241-210 [44] has defined UX as, ―a person's perceptions and responses that 

result from the use or anticipated use of a product, system or service‖. This definition 

classifies UX on the instantaneous consequences of interaction (responses and perceptions) 

by introducing the perception of ‗anticipated use‘. 

 

In this section, we have explored different UX definitions presented by different authors in 

academia. These definitions of UX provide different interpretations of UX. From these 

definitions, we have identified different UX factors and are presented in Table 4 below: 

 

Table 4: UX factors identified from different definitions and standards 

 

UX Factor Description 

Aesthetics Beauty, Attractiveness, Coolness, Sexiness 

Emotions Joy to own, Joy to use, Fun 

Feelings To judge, To think, Opinions 

Expectations Previous experiences make expectations 

User Needs User requirements 

Context in Use Environment, Social and Cultural issues 

Usability Functionality, Learnability 

 

We have provided a generalized definition
1
 as a service to the reader i.e. the different 

definitions found from literature are summed up at one place to facilitate the reader 

for having a better picture of the UX and its different factors. 

                                                      
1
 See Appendix B 
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3.2 Different Concepts of UX from Literature: 
 

UX can be defined by many perspectives. Different authors have presented different 

concepts, theories and models to define and describe UX in different contexts, some of 

which are presented in this section.  

 

Roto [45] has identified UX concept as, the user´s approach and expectations from the 

product. The authors figured out some factors that can be used to analyze the feelings and 

behavior of the user. These factors are as follows; 

 

 User‘s perceptions about the product. 

 The cultural issues where the product is intended to be used. 

In 1989, Davis proposed TAM (Technology acceptance model) [46] to highlight the 

importance of user perceptions about technology. This model is constructed on two specific 

blocks i.e. perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use which plays an important role in 

technology acceptance. Both of them predicts attitude about the use of some technology. The 

attitude toward using that technology identifies the behavioral purpose to use. At the last, the 

purpose defines the actual use of that particular technology [46]. 

 

In summing up, TAM is comprised of five concepts: usefulness, ease of use, attitudes 

towards use, actual use and intention to use, as shown in Figure 4. Figure 4 is adapted from 

Davis‘s original TAM model [85]. 

 
 

 

According to [47], UX has become the core issue of Product development due to which, it is 

not enough to implement features and test the usability of a product. Due to this, one must 

have to understand the daily lives of target audience while designing a product. Now, many 

growing industries have accepted that providing products and services is not sufficient to 

satisfy the customers, but providing experience play the key role for the success of any 

product and service [48]. Hassenzahl [49] has defined the two percpectives of experience i.e. 

experience and meta experience, in order to elaborate the concept of UX, based on his 

hedonic/pragmatic model of UX and these are discussed in Table 5 below:  
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Figure 4: Technology Acceptance Model 
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Table 5: Two Perspectives on Experience based on Hassenzahl´s Model 

 

Perspectives on 

Experience 

Description 

Experience 

 Moment by moment view by focusing on change and time. 

 The complex interaction of user, product and some specific 

situation with respect to time. 

 Unique 

 Situated 

 Complex 

Meta Experience 

 The summaries of experiences at different levels during 

development. 

 It refers to some specific and terrific moments with respect 

to integration without focusing on time and change. 

 Averaged 

 Simplified 

 

In [50], authors suggested different attributes for UX i.e. funny, entertaining, satisfying, 

helpful, motivating, supportive of creativity, rewarding, aesthetically pleasing and 

emotionally fulfilling. In [16], three factors are also proposed that help to analyze the UX 

and are User Centered, Product Centered and Interaction Centered.  

 

However, for analyzing UX, Hassanzahl and Tractinsky [29] have also presented three major 

factors i.e. the characteristics of the designed system, the context of interaction and the user‘s 

internal state. Figure 5 explains these factors in detail and is adapted from [29]. 
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Figure 5: User Experience Factors 
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The above figure suggests that UX is an outcome of a user‘s internal state, the characteristics 

of the designed system and the context (or the environment) where the interaction happens. 

The user´s internal state can be defined by different attributes such as predispositions, 

motivation, mood, expectations, needs, etc. On the other hand, complexity, functionality, 

purpose, usability, etc can be considered as examples of the characteristics of the designed 

system whereas, the context of use may includes social/organizational settings, voluntariness 

of use and meaningfulness of the activities, etc. At the end, this all point out towards 

countless design and experience opportunities.  

 

In [30], McCarthy and Wright have presented a framework comprised of four threads of 

experience as follows: 

 

 Compositional: the components of an experience. 

 Sensual: how we feel about the texture, design and atmosphere? 

 Emotional: the tendency to remember the experience e.g., fun, frustration or exciting 

etc. 

 Spatio-Temporal: how time and location affects our experience? 

Kerkow [51] has defined different properties of UX such as: influenceable, simplifiable, 

discriminable, intersubjective and probably biased. 

 

In [52], different guidelines have been proposed to design products according to the UX of 

the actual users. Firstly, consider the cultural background of users. Secondly, convert this 

cultural background into design information. Lastly, use this information to produce a 

particular product for a particular user. 

 

According to Jetter and Gerken [40], the concept of UX is not only the permutation of the 

quality attributes as explained in ISO quality model standard 9126-1, but it also involves 

some other factors such as: usability, functionality, reliability, attractiveness, visual design, 

coolness, fun, stimulation, and the other attributes that play an important role for the success 

of any product. 

 

In 2008, Roto [43] has also proposed three attributes that play a vital role for analyzing UX 

i.e. system, user and context. The author used these three attributes in mobile industry for 

testing UX of MPS. These attributes have some sub attributes that are also associated to UX 

and are defined in Table 6 below: 

 

Table 6: UX Attributes and their Sub Attributes 

 

User System Context 

Needs/Requirements Service Involved Physical 

Experiences People Involved Temporal 

Expectations Product Involved Task 

Emotional State Objects Involved Social 

 

According to Battarbee and Forlizzi [16], UX term can be associated with an extensive range 

of meanings. They further identified the UX as the interaction of user with products and 

other people which results into some emotions and experiences. These emotions and 

experiences can help to improve the lives of the users of those products and systems. 

Similarly, Davis [53] argued that, although, it is possible to define the concept of UX but it is 

very difficult to be captured, transmitted and stored as it exists in human minds. 
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In [54], the scope of QoE (Quality of Experience) has been identified into five different 

building blocks. These building blocks constitute different aspects that influence UX and are 

presented in Table 7 below: 

 

Table 7: Building blocks of QoE 

 

Building Blocks Description 

Quality of Effectiveness How well an application, service or device is performing to 

meet its do-goals? 

Quality of Efficiency How well an application, service or device serves the user? 

Usability It deals with how easily user has performed his/her tasks. 

Expectations The QoE is directly Measurable to the degree to which user 

expectations are fulfilled. 

Context UX can be influenced by different contexts such as: the 

environment, the cultural context, the social context, etc. 

 

According to Yu and Shouqian [55], the active involvement of the interactive information 

related to user and product such as; social, emotions, expectations and other factors make 

UX a complex phenomenon. They further elaborated UX as the interaction of users with a 

particular product, perceptions and feelings about that product, reaction to the expectations, 

the memory left, feelings and altitude after the use of that product. 

 

In [55], UX is identified as, ―the subjective feeling of the product and is the sum of received 

feels in the process of using the product‖ and particularly for the software products, it is 

referred as, ‖the use value and aesthetic value; it is based on the user-centric point of view”. 

Miller [56] has further explained different user centric issues that play an important role for 

analyzing UX. These user centric issues are; business constraints, social issues, security, 

performance, accessibility, from design to fashion and design´s cultural aspects as discussed 

in Table 8 below: 

Table 8: User Centric Issues 

 

Issues Description 

Business Constraints Shall the people accept the technology in the way they currently 

run their business, or they have to change their business processes? 

Social Issues Shall people accept new technology as a part of their lives or not? 

Performance People always prefer good performance over bad performance but 

sometimes they have to sacrifice different other things to attain 

good performance. Will they sacrifice that? 

Security What users have to do in order to use technology safely and 

effectively? 

Accessibility In case of limited vision, memory or physical dexterity, what will 

be the behavior of your product?  

Design to Fashion Design may play a decisive role while choosing a product among 

many products. 

Design´s Cultural 

Aspects 
 Does a specific design match the users‘ cultural values?  

 How interface designs and physical objects be supposed to 

look and function? 

 What is the use of product? 

 Who will use the product? 

 

Miller [56] classified UX as collection of the above user centric issues that must be answered 

in order to analyze UX. 
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Marika and Leena [12] have described UX as the experience of a user after his/her 

interaction with a product in some specific conditions. The authors explain different aspects 

of several kinds of people, environments and products that may influence the experience 

during interaction.  

 

In 2002, Hiltunen and Laukka [57] presented a UX Cycle Model where Expectations were 

listed as a vital building block of UX. The authors designed UX Cycle Model [57] by 

following the guidelines of Neisser [58]. The different components of the User Perceptions 

about the use of a product/service are defined in Table 9 below. These components are 

interpreted before the analysis of UX. 

 

Table 9: Components of User Perceptions about Product 

 

Component of 

Perception 

Definition/Description 

Utility 

 

The user perception about the kind of services that seems to be valuable. 

Usability  

 

―The extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve 

specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a 

specified context of use‖ [59]. 

Availability The service/resource should be available when required. 

Aesthetics The look and feel of the product/service should be attractive and 

appealing. 

Offline issues 

 

This contains different things such as brand/Vendor of the 

product/service and the different supporting backend trade processes. 

 

In order to manage and measure UX , The hedonic/pragmatic model of user experience [49] 

was presented. According to this model, it is assumed that user classify interactive products 

into two different proportions i.e. Pragmatics and Hedonics. Pragmatics defines the product's 

supposed ability to assist the do-goals achievement, such as making a phone call or searching 

a book on internet, whereas, the hedonics deals with the product's supposed ability to help in 

achieving be-goals, such as being special or being competent.  

 

The guidelines of The hedonic/pragmatic model of UX [49] influence actual experience in 

four different ways by making experience an important part of this model. Firstly, it is 

assumed that actual experiences influence the product perceptions. The first impression of 

the product may provide users an idea about the product's ability to assure do-goals and be-

goals, but any perception may be modified by the actual experience. Secondly, user may 

exercise perceptions repeatedly for the sake of experience to know whether they change with 

time or not. Thirdly, this model clearly differentiates between global evaluation (good or bad, 

satisfaction, etc) and perception. Fourthly, the analysis of the general state of users, by using 

two different usage modes: action and goal mode. In action mode, the action is given highest 

priority whereas, in goal mode, the accomplishment of specific do-goals is placed at highest 

priority.  

 

In 2008, Wright, Wallace, and McCarthy [60] presented a framework to understand the UX 

with the help of the ―sense making‖ process of humans during their experiences. The whole 

process of ―sense making‖ is further split up into six processes, where each of these 

processes is divided into two sub-parts. This customized set of processes is comprised of the 

following elements and are adapted from [77]. 

 

 Anticipating: The type of experience, people´s expectations and their satisfaction. 

 Connecting: The sudden response with any product or service while first interaction. 

 Interpreting: It may involve the actual experience instead of anticipated experience. 
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 Immediate Reflecting: The very first judgment of initial experience and then assign 

some value to it. 

 Future Reflecting: The judgment or prediction about future experiences, how 

different they will be as compared to present ones. 

 Recounting: Explaining experience to other people and get their response in order to 

modify perceptions about the experience. 

 Appropriating: Designing a personal tradition/mythology around a specific product 

in order to settle one´s life around that particular experience or product. 

With the help of Case Study, different definitions and concepts of UX were explored from 

different sources and standards. In this chapter, we have identified different factors from 

different definitions and concepts of UX. The identified factors of UX are presented in Table 

10 below: 

 

Table 10: UX factors identified from different UX definitions and Concepts 

 

UX Factors Description 

Two 

main 

aspects of 

UX 

Pragmatics The pragmatic aspect is the ability of any product or service to 

perform do-goal. 

Hedonic The hedonic aspect usually refers to the accomplishment of be-

goals of any product or service. 

Aesthetics Beauty, Coolness, Sexiness 

Measures 

of UX 

Emotions Sad, Joy, Afraid, Angry, Frustrated, Surprise 

Satisfaction 

of Use 

How satisfied user is from any product or service 

 

Expectations Expectations is very well defined by [42] where authors 

acknowledged the requirements to focus on the previous 

experiences of users as they leads to the new expectations 

towards that particular product, service or system. 

Context 

of Use 

Most of the authors [29] [45] [54] believe that the context of use such as 

environment, cultural issues, social issues or organizational issues can affect the 

overall UX.  
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4 CHAPTER: UX ROLE IN MOBILE INDUSTRY 
 

 

Since last decade, the Mobile Industry has been noticed as one of the most vibrant and 

emergent industry in the world. The immense growth in technology has changed the 

meaning of the Mobile Industry and is not more about voice communication over phones as 

the new exciting content services like ring back tones, data services, voting contest services 

and messaging services, make it more dynamic [61].  

 

Recently, an enormous growth in mobile applications is carried out due to which designers 

and companies are trying to know, how their applications, products and services are 

perceived, and how the experience of their customers can be optimized [26].  

 

This chapter is aimed to discover the importance, involvement, influence and role of UX in 

the Mobile Industry. In the section 4.1, an overview of Mobile Products and Services (MPS) 

is presented whereas section 4.2 is based on the ideas, views and concepts of different 

authors to highlight the importance and role of UX in the success of any MPS. 

4.1 Mobile Products and Services (MPS) 
 

According to [62], on average, 59 out of 100 people are using MPS worldwide. In the Asia 

Pacific, at regional level, there is a dramatic increase of nearly 33% annual ratio, which is 

surprisingly greater than the average growth rate of world population i.e. 31 % annually. 

More than 7 million mobile cellular subscribers have turned Finland into Europe´s leading 

mobile cellular subscription country, with a 128.76% dispersion rate till 2008. On the other 

hand, the mobile cellular subscription in the USA has reached up to 27 million at a 

dispersion rate of 86.79%. In Asia, more than 46 million mobile cellular subscribers have 

made South Korea the leading mobile cellular subscription country, till year 2008.  

 

Even though the above given facts present general information on MPS subscription 

worldwide, the different distinguishing factors that are motivating people to adopt new MPS 

in particular MPS markets have not been examined, comprehensively. Generally handheld 

devices can be categorized as mobile phones and PDAs. However, the difference between 

these two is disappearing with the passage of time but still they may differ due to different 

UIs, storage capacity, display sizes and processing power [43].  

 

According to [63], 1
st
 generation mobile devices were designed with an aim to just make and 

receive phone calls. Since the 1990´s, a lot of functions and applications have been added, 

such as text messaging, MMS, games, calendar and internet connectivity. For maintaining 

customer´s interest in a mobile product, a set of available accessories, like different kind of 

headsets and replaceable covers has been widely used. For effective use of the handsets, 

users have to deal with handset UI, diverse networks, with external devices and remote 

services.  

 

Mobile devices are usually comprised of different softwares and hardware [43]. A mobile 

phone is an interactive system from design point of view. According to ISO 13407 [50], an 

interactive system is, "a combination of hardware and software components that receive 

input from and communicate output to a human user in order to support his or her 

performance or a task". From user point of view, Bergman [64] has defined a mobile handset 

as an information appliance. An information appliance is intended to do a particular activity 

like writing, music, or photography. The ability of sharing information is a distinctive 

characteristic of information appliances. Therefore, Ketola and Röykkeea [63] has defined 
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mobile handset as, a personal communication system that enables human to communicate 

with each other as well as with the other interactive systems. 

 

Services that are specifically designed for mobile use, can be taken into account as the 

constraints of the mobile networks and devices [43]. Carlsson et al. [65] categorized mobile 

services into three main categories as given below:  

 

1. The base service platforms such as web access, messaging, e-mail, voice, digital 

content products and location finding 

2. The services for customers such as banking, stock trading, travel, ticketing, gambling, 

games, news and shopping 

3. The services for business such as mobile markets and the independent professional 

Basic mobile services evolved swiftly in the last decade. SMS service is the most common 

example, which became unexpectedly admired in the late 1990s. In the beginning, operators 

introduced it as an information service for users. But, SMS turned into a significantly 

profitable business which transformed the communication world for users and is considered 

to be responsible for the creation of European mobile culture [66]. 

 

If we compare mobile services with Internet services which are specifically designed for 

desktops, mobile services utilize three attributes of mobile devices in order to facilitate the 

users [67]. Firstly, mobile devices are normally always on i.e. the enabling services facilitate 

users to be informed and stayed connected to current information. Secondly, mobile devices 

are personal i.e. the enabling services endow with individually selected functionalities and 

information. Thirdly, mobile devices are conceded with the enabling services that employ 

perspective data for providing appropriate functionalities and information according to 

situation. 

 

For minimizing the customer´s frustration and to encourage uptake, customer´s loyalty and 

inclusion, Mobile Industry has to ensure that, MPS should meet up the quality perceptions 

and expectations of their users [26]. 

4.2 Role of UX in Mobile Industry 
 

In the last few years, the trend of manufacturing design towards service innovation and high 

value added products has emerged. There is a considerable progress in the involvement of 

customers´ cognitive and affective aspects such as: awareness, perception, reasoning, and 

judgment, during the product design process.  

 

The cognitive aspect usually deals with the users‘ process of learning and, more specifically, 

the process of knowing, thinking, judging and awareness and collectively, all these aspects 

help users in decision making aspect [61]. On the other hand, the affective aspects deal with 

the emotional reactions of users that are mostly transient and very difficult to describe [68]. 

Both the aspects influence each other by influencing users‘ contentment and buying 

decisions. In order to obtain a better competitive edge, companies should consider users‘ 

cognitive and affective needs during product design  activity [69].  

 

The popularity of mobile phones has transformed them from simple voice communication 

devices to more advanced devices by introducing different attractions such as: text, voice 

and video messaging [70]. Furthermore, the embedment of different computing and 

attractive features like email, web access, audio and video recording, MP3 players, java 

games and built in cameras have set new dimensions and expectations of consumers towards 

different competitors in mobile industry. 
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All of the above mentioned factors, aspects and features may influence the adoption of MPS 

in the daily lives of consumers. In this section, different factors, features and aspects of 

mobile products and services, discussed by different authors in literature are presented to 

develop an understanding about the role and importance of UX for the success and failure of 

any MPS. 

 

According to [71], UX should be considered during the development of mobile applications, 

devices and UIs. At the same time, the constraints of mobile users and mobile devices should 

be considered by UX during design phase. The development of models for the metrics used 

for evaluating effectiveness of mobile UX has a vital role as; it may open several exciting 

opportunities for research and development in these areas. 

 

In [70], the authors identify that, for a rich and pleasant UX, UI of mobile devices play an 

important role. According to them, Mobile consumers want to have full control over diverse 

contents of media like audio, video, graphics and animations, depending on their mood, 

mobility situations, personal taste and cost factors. Therefore, analysts consider UI as major 

issue that needs to be focused for better UX. For this reason, it is expected that third 

generation mobiles and especially, upcoming generations will facilitate a large number of 

multimedia contents as these are considered as a vital issue for enhancing UX in mobile 

phones. 

 

Li et al. [72] figured out four main constraining issues that may affect the UX of MPS, i.e. 

small screen, poor hardware power, limited access bandwidth and restricted operational 

interface of mobile phones. 

 

According to [73], due to the saturation in voice, the future of mobile industry is likely to be 

dependent on mobile services. Now, most of the common mobile services such as: SMS, 

logos, ring tones, and icons have already been adopted by a number of users [74] whereas, 

some more advanced services are currently being tried by many consumers. In order to make 

these advanced services a part of daily life of consumers, industry is facing the challenge to 

understand the reasons behind the adoption and rejection of mobile services [73]. 

 

Kargin et al. [75], presented a framework to figure out different factors that influence the 

adoption of mobile services. The adopted Mobile Service Model Framework, presented in 

[75] is shown in Figure 6 below: 

 

 

Entertainment Mobility Personalization Social 

Attitude 

Usefulness 

Ease of Use 

Innovativeness Satisfaction Experience 

H1 

H2 
H3 

H4 

H5 
H6 H7 H8 

H9 

H10 

H11 

Figure 6: Mobile Service Model Framework 
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In their research [75], they examined a connection between usefulness, ease of use, 

satisfaction, attitude, social factors, personalization, entertainment, mobility, experience and 

innovativeness.  

 

In 2007, Subramanya et al. [71] presented an approach to enhance UX in MPS. This 

approach covers three main areas to analyze UX i.e. Device-related issues, Communications-

related issues and Applications-related issues. The device related issues are usually 

associated with the hardware features i.e. accessories, and how easy to use a specific product. 

The communications related issues deal with the efforts to enhance person to person 

communications. Applications related issues concern with improving the UX of mobile users 

during their interaction with mobile applications. 

 

Ishii and Mikami [76] carried out a study in Japan, to examine the factors that influence 

consumers to adopt mobile phones as Mobile Internet Users. According to their study, there 

are three main factors that motivate consumers to adopt mobile phones for using internet and 

are as follows: 

 

 Context of use (work, home and on the street) 

 Differences in the number and type of sites accessed 

 Preferences for where to get access the different kind of contents (business vs. 

lifestyle).  

Somohano et al [77], presented a framework to figure out the reasons that makes users to 

access the Internet on their mobile phones, and how to improve the experience of end users. 

This framework helps to create such MPS that can improve the mobile Internet UX. Mobile 

Users can use Internet through different handheld devices that operate cellular or different 

network connections [43]. In their framework [77], they have classified Behavioral Data and 

Motivational Data into further sub-classes as shown in the Table 11 below: 

 

Table 11: The Classification of Behavioral Data and Motivational Data 

 

Motivational Data Behavioral Data 

Awareness Status Checking 

Time Management Browsing 

Curiosity Information Gathering 

Diversion Fact Checking 

Social Connection In-the-moment 

Social Avoidance Planning 

 

In [43], Roto and Kaasinen further identify that, infrastructures like proxies, wireless 

connections, and service discovery tools also affect the Mobile Internet UX. The 

infrastructure also involves different guidelines and standards that support the service 

providers in order to design user friendly services for mobile devices by labeling these 

services, which can be easily recognizable by the users. 

 

According to [78], in future, innovation in technology will be required by the UX in order to 

distribute different features and services such as: always aware use cases, always on and 

extensive battery life. 

 

In this chapter, we have tried to summarize the views of different authors that highlighted the 

role, importance and involvement of UX for the success of MPS. After performing the case 

study, different factors have been identified that influence the UX in adoption of MPS and 

are presented in Table 12 below: 
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Table 12: UX factors that influence UX in adoption of MPS 

 

UX Factor Description 

User Interface (UI) The place where machines and human interacts with each 

other. 

Internet Services It is a broad term that identifies the server implementation of 

processes, which are used to assist Internet functionality. 

Computing Factors The different applications of mobiles such as calculator, 

notepad, office suite etc 

Cognitive Aspects of 

Users 

It usually deals with the users‘ process of learning and, more 

specifically, the process of knowing, thinking, judging and 

awareness and collectively, all these aspects help users in 

decision making aspect [61]. 

Affective aspects of 

Users 

It deal with the emotional reactions of users that are mostly 

transient and very difficult to describe [68]. 

Mobile Accessories It usually refers to mobile device related items such as mobile 

casings, headphones, charger and booklet etc 

Multimedia It usually refers to a combination of still images, text, 

animation, audio and video. Some of the mentioned multimedia 

items are Music, Camera, Games and MMS etc 

Hardware In the context of mobile products, it is refer to mobile battery, 

display screen, motherboard of mobile device, etc. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Animation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Footage
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5 USER EXPERIENCE EVALUATION 
 

 

In literature, different authors have proposed different types of UX Evaluation Methods. 

Initially, a discussion is carried out about the needs of UX evaluation which follows the 

related work for UXEMs. In section 5.1, a brief introduction is given about UX evaluation. A 

detail study about UX Evaluation Criteria is presented in section 5.2. 

5.1 UX Evaluation 
 

Since last few years, a mounting interest has been found in examining emotional aspects of 

user behavior. According to [79], enjoyable products and services have to focus on aesthetics 

more than usability and functionality. In 21
st
 century, media users are more critical in the 

selection of products and services. Now, functionality is perceived as granted, but users also 

demand entertainment i.e. if some product or service does not entertain them, they will 

simply go for an alternative choice [80]. The UX concept defines the integration of 

emotions, actions and motivations in some provided physical and social environment [81]. 

 

According to the above view, there is need to evaluate conceptual ideas for selecting the 

appropriate UXEM. The consideration of user needs for evaluating the designs plays a vital 

role for achieving good UX.  

5.2 UX Evaluation Criteria: 
 

Different attempts have been performed so far to provide theories, models and frameworks 

for UX Evaluation. All of them are focused on the analysis of users‘ emotions, sensations, 

perceptions, opinions and behavior. The variety of these approaches depicts the richness and 

complication of the UX [49]. 

 

Every product or service development life cycle is divided into different phases and for 

achieving good UX, it is important to evaluate UX at every phase of development cycle. In 

literature, different authors have presented different models, the frameworks, theories and 

life cycles for UX. Some of the currently used criterias are presented below: 

 

 Exploring User Experience Measurement Needs [82] 

 Evaluating User Experience of Early Product Concepts [35] 

 User experience Evaluation in Nokia [83] 

5.2.1 Exploring User Experience Measurement Needs: 
 

In 2008, Ketola et al. [82] presented a UX Life Cycle. The authors claimed that, the 

measureable information is required in the following cases: 

 During the use of any product 

 While user is planning to get a new device 

 When user is going to replace an old device with a new device 

 

Ketola et al. [82] conducted an empirical study on UX measurement needs at different units 

and levels of product development. They investigated that which kinds of UX measurements 

would be useful in different parts of the organization. During their study, they found that the 

needs for UX measures were not only about design details, but mostly about how the 
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different touch points between user and company are experienced along the product 

experience lifecycle as shown in the Table 13 below: 

 

Table 13: Measurement areas in UX lifecycle [82] 

 

What should be measured? Examples of measures 

Pre-Purchase The affect of predicted UX to purchase decisions 

First Use Success of taking the product into use 

Product Upgrade Success in shifting items from old device to the new device 

 

The major measurement areas along with their sub-measurement areas in UX life cycle, 

presented by [82] are provided in the Table 14 below: 

 

Table 14: Major measurement areas and their sub-measurement areas in UX life cycle 

 

Measurement Areas What should be measured? 

Retention 

Expectations vs Reality 

Long term experience 

Previous devices 

Engagement 

The use of function 

Use of device functions 

Differences in user groups 

Reliability of product planning 

Breakdowns 

UX Obstacles 

Malfunction 

Usability problems 

Customer Care 
UX in ―touch points‖ 

Accuracy of support information 

Localization Effect of localization 

Device performance 

Latencies 

Performance 

Perceived complexity 

New Technologies 
Change in user behavior 

Innovation feedback 

 

This seems to be very interesting that most of the metrics provided by Ketola et al. [82] are 

also addressed by different quality models such as: DRUM Quality Model [84] and MUSiC 

Model [85] that are used to measure usability. So we can say that traditional usability plays 

an important role for capturing rich UX. 

 

5.2.2 Evaluating User Experience of Early Product Concepts: 
 

Roto et al. [35] have presented a systematic criteria for evaluating UX. They have divided it 

into four steps: 

 

1. Develop Understanding about good UX  

2. Define appropriate UX metrics 

3. Define UXEMs (against the metrics)  

4. Employ UX Evaluation during development process 
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5.2.2.1 Develop Understanding about good UX [35]: 

Though the term UX has been discussed since 1990´s [35] and different people have 

provided different perceptions about a proper definition of the UX but so far have not 

reached a consensus [86]. The reason may be due to the perception of UX in different 

traditions, which varies from ease of use to fascination, from an attractive UI to an approach 

towards a company. Hence, it is very important to clarify what practitioner really means to 

UX. 

 

From different definitions of UX found in literature [29] [13] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] 

[123] [124] [125], it is clear that UX Concept addresses the designing for pleasure, 

satisfaction and worth, rather than dealing with only usability problems. Due to subjective 

and holistic nature, UX concept is difficult to evaluate as it varies from user to user and at 

each moment, the UX is different. 

5.2.2.2 Define appropriate UX metrics [35]: 

There are different UXEMs, where the participants perform evaluation against the personal 

criteria [87]. Such type of metrics arrangement is reasonably attractive as it deals with the 

subjective nature of UX quite handsomely. But at the same time, it becomes difficult to 

compare different subjects‘ results without mentioning the comparative results, gained from 

different product evaluations [35]. 

 

In case of product creation, it is valuable to identify metrics from the product‘s perspective 

rather than of every user´s perspective [35]. In general, UX practitioners and researchers 

seem to have the same opinion that UX has both pragmatic and hedonic (emotional or 

experiential) aspects [49, 88-90] and are agreed at a good level that the pragmatic area is 

comprised of two key metrics i.e. usability and functionality (utility). The emotional area is 

much more uneven. It can be seen in the case of security system where enjoyment (a broad 

UX term) cannot be considered as the goal of UX work [35].  

 

Hence, it is in the better interest of companies that each company should classify their own 

goals to address the emotional aspects. There are also some specific product oriented UX 

goals, in addition to company related UX essentials. The more explicit the product, the more 

comprehensive UX metrics can be defined [35].  

5.2.2.3 Define UXEMs [35]: 

Once the UX metrics are identified, then the next step is to identify the methodology in order 

to collect the required data behind the metrics. There are several applicable methods present 

[91], hence it is obvious that one single method will not entertain all purposes. Therefore, a 

―UX evaluation toolkit‖ comprised of a set of different evaluation methods should be 

considered in order to facilitate UX practitioners by selecting the most applicable method for 

each case [35].  

5.2.2.4 Employ UX Evaluation during development process [35]: 

The primary principles of Human Centered Design [92] are applicable for UX design as well. 

Firstly, understand users‘ needs and wishes in the elected contexts. After that, iteratively 

design and evaluate the concepts and prototypes for the development process of product [35].  

 

Hence, it is required to map the cost of UX evaluation versus the gained advantages. The 

main objective of UX evaluations is to guarantee that all products and services will be 

pleasing and valuable for the target audience, and this will play a crucial role in assuring 

customer loyalty [35]. 
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5.2.3 User experience Evaluation in Nokia: 
 

Huotari  et al. [83] presented UX Evaluation in NOKIA. According to them, UX Evaluation 

should cover the following areas: 

 

 Requirements for UX evaluation in a large corporate 

 UX Timeline 

 Implications 

The authors have defined some of the characteristics of good UXEM and are presented in 

Table 15 below: 

Table 15: Characteristics of good UXEM [104] 

 

Characteristic Description 

Lightweight Small tests frequently 

Applicable for various types of products 

and prototypes 

A general set of UX elements 

Showing areas for improvement Pros & cons of the tested concept  

Fair Relate the project incentives to  UX score, not 

only to technical quality 

 

The authors have also presented a UX Time Line which is adapted from [83] and is shown in 

Figure 7 below: 

 

 
 

 

5.3 Types of UXEMs: 
 

UX evaluation methods can be divided into two main types and are: 

 

 Objective Type 

 Subjective Type 

According to [93], objective measures are independent of user‘s perception whereas 

subjective measures are usually self reported and are used to record user‘s perception. 

 

Product Planning 

& Concepting 

 

Product 

Implementation 

 

Field Feedback 

 

Evaluating UX targets of concepts  

• Expert reviews  

• Visual narratives evaluated with users 

UX evaluation for prototypes  
• Lab tests: usability & usefulness  

• Field trials: diaries, experience sampling, 

focus groups 

UX evaluation for ready products  
• Questionnaires  

• Interviews 

Figure 7: UX Time Line 
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Objective measures usually consist of independent measures like number of mouse clicks to 

complete a task or the passage of time. Objective measurements of UX come mostly in the 

form of conventional usability testing or user evaluation along with the latest use of 

neurological and physiological measures [94]. Subjective measures provide more insight into 

the UX directly from the user by allowing them to articulate the complexity and intensity of 

their interactions with products/services in their own expressions.  Subjective measures are 

generally used in contemplation of things in the past i.e. they may provide an insight about 

the best and worst memories related to the experience [94]. Additionally, self report 

information may be biased by the stress to respond positively or with political correctness 

[95]. Objective and subjective measures have different characteristics as provided in Table 

16 below: 

Table 16: Characteristics of Objective & Subjective Measures [96] 

 

Characteristics of Objective Measures Characteristics of Subjective Measures 

Observable Opinion 

Factual Judgment 

Countable Believe 

Able to be imitated Rumors 

Able to be described Suspicion 

Same from multiple reporters Varies from person to person 

Close to Truth Not close to truth even sometimes false 

Helpful in decision making Destructive in Decision making 

 

A person who will perform the UX evaluation is known as Evaluator. There are different 

other Roles in UX Evaluation such as Developers, Researchers, Practitioners, UX/Usability 

Experts and Users. The selected UXEMs which will be discussed in detail in next chapter 

are presented in Figure 8 below:  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In each evaluation type, there are some methods which can be used to evaluate UX. The 

following Table 17 briefly describes the evaluation type and UXEMs used in that specific 

type. 

User Experience Evaluation Methods (UXEMs) 

Type of Evaluation Methods 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Physiological Method, 

Neurological Measurement 

Methods, SocioXensor Method  

 

Repertory Grid Technique, 

Experimental Pilots,  

SAFE Method,  

Diary Method,  

Interviews,  

Web Based Surveys, 

Heuristic Evaluation 

Method,  

Cognitive Walkthrough 

Method 

 

<< Actors >> 
Objective Subjective 

 

 

UX Evaluators 

Researchers 

Developers 

Practitioners 

UX/Usability Experts 

Figure 8: User Experience Evaluation Methods (UXEMs) 
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Table 17: UX Evaluation Methods (UXEMs) 

 

UXEM Type Description Users Methods 

Objective 

Type 

Objective measures 

are independent of 

user‘s perception 
UX 

Evaluators,  

Researchers,  

Developers,  

Practitioners,  

UX/Usability 

Experts 

 

 Physiological Method 

 Neurological Measurement 

Methods 

 SocioXensor Method 

Subjective 

Type 

Subjective 

measures are 

usually self 

reported that are 

used to record 

user‘s perception 

 Repertory Grid Technique 

 Experimental Pilots 

 SAFE Method 

 Diary Method 

 Web Based Surveys 

 Interviews 

 Heuristic Evaluation Methods 

 Cognitive Walkthrough Method  

 

There are different UX evaluation criterias that are used to perform UX evaluation. Some of 

the UX evaluation criterias are presented in this chapter to develop an understanding about 

the UX evaluation i.e. how UX evaluation can be performed. Every UX evaluation criteria 

has some advantages and disadvantages.  

 

The ―Exploring User Experience Measurement Needs‖ [82] is a criteria for UX evaluation 

that provides the metrics among which most of the metrics are used to measure usability. 

This shows that still, many people consider UX very close to usability and they believe that 

after calculating usability, good UX can be achieved. This is true that usability is a major 

factor of UX but there are also many factors (see Chapter 4 and 5) which should be focused 

for getting better UX. 

 

The ―Evaluating User Experience of Early Product Concepts‖ [35] is a criteria for UX 

evaluation that has defined different steps to capture UX. In this criteria, there is no 

information present for UX metrics i.e. which are the metrics to focus for getting better UX. 

Similarly, it identifies the need of a toolkit of UXEMs that can be used to capture UX but no 

toolkit of UXEMs is presented in this criteria. 

 

The ―User experience Evaluation in Nokia‖ [83] is a criteria for UX evaluation that defines 

different characteristics of good UXEM. These characteristics can act as guidelines to choose 

proper UXEM. It also provides a time line to capture UX. 

 

In this chapter, different types of UXEMs are provided i.e. Subjective and Objective [94] [95] 

[97]. UXEMs are one of the focuses of this thesis study, so the various methods along with 

their pros and cons will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. 
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6 UX EVALUATION METHODS (UXEMS): 
 

 

There are two main types of UX Evaluation methods (Subjective and Objective) which can 

be used to evaluate the UX of MPS. As, UXEMs is one of the main focuses of this thesis 

study, therefore this chapter provides a detailed overview of UXEMs. There are different 

subjective and objective methods which will be discussed in this chapter along with their 

pros and cons. 

 

In literature, different UXEMs have been proposed by different authors. This section will 

briefly explain these UXEMs. But before explaining these methods, it is necessary to 

develop an understanding about the need for UXEMs. Therefore, firstly the need for UXEMs 

is explored, after which, different UXEMs are presented. 

6.1 Need for UXEMs: 
 

UX is usually associated with different contexts such as individual, temporal, situational and 

product, that is the reason, it is difficult to comprehend [97].  According to [98], it is 

generally acknowledged that data collection for the evaluation of MPS is a difficult task. It‘s 

not enough to provide an easy to use UI to ensure success of any product but there are some 

other factors such as experiential and the emotional aspects i.e. self expression, fun, social 

relatedness or relaxation, which must be evaluated [35]. Therefore, it is unavoidable to 

develop satisfactory products and services without examining the user´s emotional states, 

which are rich in UX. UXEMs are designed to support designing process of enjoyable 

experience for products and services [79]. 

 

According to [99], many toolkits of UEM are present to perform traditional usability 

evaluations, but UX evaluation differs from usability evaluation radically. UX cannot be 

evaluated with the help of logging or stopwatches due to its subjective nature [100]. On the 

other hand, the objective measures like task completion timing, click counting, eye tracking, 

cursor monitoring, video capture etc solely, cannot be considered reliable measures for 

capturing the whole UX, as we are more interested to know, how the user feels about some 

particular product/service [94]. 

 

User‘s expectations and motivations influence the experience differently as compared to 

traditional usability [42]. UX is also very context dependent [100], therefore the experience 

with the similar design in different conditions is sometimes very different. This indicates that 

UX Evaluation cannot be performed just by analyzing user‘s task achievement in a 

laboratory test.  

 

In this study, we want to elaborate the UXEMs that can provide information about the 

different areas that are to be focused for measuring UX in Mobile Industry and can provide 

information about the experiences of users for different products, services or systems. This is 

considered to be a general requirement for all UXEMs, but there might be a variety of 

methods intended for different cases. 

 

A UXEM may be designed for field studies, lab tests or evaluating UX of real users [101]. 

The different UXEM may have been designed for the evaluation of early concept ideas, 

commercial products or prototypes. They may also generate different type of data on 

different levels of detail [99]. Some methods target quantitative whereas others qualitative 

data. The authors of this thesis study are interested in all these methods to address different 

perspectives of UX for capturing the whole picture of UX. 
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6.2 Types of UXEMs: 
 

This section describes different types of UXEMs. The widely used and proposed UXEMs are 

as follows: 

 

6.2.1 Objective Type UXEMs: 
 

The different types of Objective UXEMs found in literature after conducting a literature 

review are presented as: 

 

 Physiological Method 

 Neurological Measurement Methods 

 SocioXensor Method 

6.2.1.1 Physiological Method:  

Bardzell et al. [94] have presented different Physiological Methods for measuring UX. 

According to the authors, the most familiar physiological measures for UX are Galvanic skin 

response (GSR) and Heart Rate (HR) monitoring.  

 

GSR is used to measure the electrical resistance of the skin. There is an association between 

emotional arousal and sympathetic activity. GSR is considered to be very insightful to 

different emotions of the people i.e. anger, fear, orienting response, startle response and 

sexual feelings are the examples of emotions which may turn out responses similar to GSR 

responses [102]. 

 

HR monitoring is a simple measure that calculates the number of heart beats per minute. Due 

to various inferences, HR has a well reputed history in media research and these inferences 

can be made from cardiac activity. The Patterns in HR exhibit arousal, attention, effort and 

emotion. Furthermore, HR is a gauge for long-term attentional and short term attentional 

selection effort [95]. 

6.2.1.1.1 Advantages: 

Some of the advantages provided by [94] and [95] are presented below: 

  

Physiological measures of UX with media present various advantages over purely subjective 

measures. Physiological measures may oppose self reported data. Physiological 

measurements may expose changes that are too subtle to be accessible to the participant‘s 

consciousness. Furthermore, physiological measurements are stable during a user session as 

compare to self reported data that is generally collected at the end of the UX. Finally, 

physiological measurements are language independent. 

6.2.1.1.2 Disadvantages: 

Disadvantages of physiological measurements provided by [94] and [95] are presented as 

follows: 

 

 Physiological measurements are not consistent i.e. there is a possibility of variations 

between subjects.  

 Physiological measurements produce large data sets which make important events 

post a methodological challenge.  

 The interpretation of the important measurements is difficult. Different 

psychological states generate alike physical readings, which results in making the 

objective purpose of a specific physiological a challenging task [95]. 
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6.2.1.2 Neurological Measurement Methods: 

The measurement of customer behavior through emotional aspects has been increased during 

past few years [77].  

 

From pleasurable products [79], people expect something more than functionality or 

usability such as aesthetics, playability, attractiveness that enrich their experience regarding 

interactive systems. Various approaches are used for judging the usefulness of psycho-

physiological recordings to measure arousal and valence (quality for positive emotions as 

well as negative emotions) throughout process of experience. To ask a participant regarding 

his/her emotional state is very crucial but it interrupts interaction or experience flow. This is 

not essential when Neurological Measurement methods are used.  

 

Electroencephalography (EEG) is used for measuring the electrophysiological action in 

numerous cortical regions of brain. EEG is a powerful method to inspect essentially 

fundamental cognitive as well as perceptual processes on a temporal level having high 

resolution i.e. few hundred milliseconds. Sub-cortical regions may be obtained, containing 

circuits generally connected with special emotional processing for example amygdale. It is 

very hard to practically implement EEG. EEG is incredibly sensitive to biological artifacts 

(eye-blinks and movement), electro-statistical artifacts and interferences regarding hardware 

(electrodes), thus becoming a more practical method in a controlled environment of 

laboratory. It is not an appropriate approach for UX research when considering interaction 

with systems that have natural movement as well as action [79].  

 

Electromyography (EMG) is used to measure muscular activity through detection of surface 

voltages that are generated when muscles contract. A muscle called „Zygomaticus Major‟ 

contracts when somebody laughs. Another muscle named „Currogator Supercilii‟ is 

contracted when somebody is angry or frowning. The positive emotions can be found out by 

recording activation of „Zygomaticus Major‟. Concurrently, negative emotions can be 

calculated by keeping record of „Currogator Supercilii‟ activation. EMG is a significant 

paradigm in numerous studies for accessing valence of emotions [103]. EMG is much more 

precise and correct than facial expression identification through video analysis as it is hard to 

identify small or low evocative emotions visually. Moreover, visual assessment of facial 

expression needs many observers having good training, which can surpass existing monetary 

and temporal sources. The sensors are connected to the participants‘ face which is obtrusive 

for him/her. To make practical or feasible statements about emotional qualities being 

investigated, in EMG experiments should be designed in such a way so that they can make 

their conditions functional explicitly [79].  

 

Electro-dermal activity (EDA) is used to measure action of eccrine-sweat-glands and it is 

known as linear-correlate to arousal [104]. Potential intermittent variables for example 

humidity and room temperature, activities of participants and proper connections of 

electrodes are needed to be considered carefully [79]. Tonic EDA is a well established and 

suitable method for recording arousal and it was utilized to measure emotions for interaction 

with the systems [30] [105]. 

 

There is possibility to calculate negative valence as well as arousal through analysis of 

respiration. The significant changes in the rate of respiration have effects on other psycho-

physiological metrics like EDA or cardiovascular functionalities. These alterations can be 

managed during data processing in a controlled environment through proper preliminary and 

analysis phases. Emotions can be detected through measurement of hand motion and 

pressure. To calculate specific aspects of emotional attitude, pressure sensitive keypad can 

be used. This approach is appropriate for desktop applications as it is non-persistent [79]. 
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6.2.1.2.1 Advantages: 

According to [79] and [104], Neurological measurement methods may unveil social masking 

that means people try to describe positive aspects of a product because they are hiding the 

negative aspects. During evaluation, data can be analyzed for certain situations and scenarios, 

for instance, when a participant wins a game, the whole interest is in the potential of analysis 

of psycho-physiological processes with respect to his/her temporal linking to the existing 

stimuli. 

6.2.1.2.2 Disadvantages: 

According to [79] and [104], some of the disadvantages are as follows: 

 

These methods are expensive and hard to implement. Different kinds of cables and 

electrodes are attached with people, thus restricting them to move or act freely as they 

behave in a natural environment. This is the major drawback of artificial environment or 

contexts to which physiological calculations are connected with. Making it harder, the lab 

settings may be the cause of arousal or various emotions in participants, hence change the 

results and recording low ecological validation of this kind of methods anyway. However, 

the possibility of getting data in the whole test process is very useful.  

 

One major disadvantage is artificial character of settings or environment of experiments 

generally implemented when noting psycho-physiological measures. It is expected from 

participants that they behave naturally while cables and electrodes are attached to them. This 

kind of obtrusiveness like HVR to which participants are exposed may provoke various 

uncontrollable effects on emotional states of them. Usually it elevates ethical concerns and 

understanding issues while it claims to accord reasonability quality criteria.  

6.2.1.3 SocioXensor Method: 

According to Mulder et al. [106], SocioXensor method is a software toolkit that is used to 

acquire objective data regarding usage of an application, human behavior and its context. It 

also provides samples of subjective UX in any place or time. 

 

The authors [106] further explains that SocioXensor is aimed to bring labs to people. Mobile 

devices are the main data collection devices which have support of sensors and beacons to be 

used in other infrastructures like mobile-tested-networks. This method avoids or reduces 

retrospective recall existed in self-reporting methods for example interviews and surveys 

[106].  

 

There are three different types of data acquired through this method [106] and are as follows: 

 

 UX Data 

 Human behavior and context data 

 Application usage data 

UX Data is a subjective type of information such as feelings or opinions, which is obtained 

through experience sampling process. For instance, by informing user of some samples (a 

survey having numerous closed-ended questions set by a researcher), regarding a pseudo-

random time-table described by researcher. Human behavior and context data is raw and 

objective regarding human behavior and context (for example, place, environment, action 

and communication) obtained unobtrusively by using device technologies on modern mobile 

devices like smart phones or PDAs. This data is used in future analysis for finding out 

relations and predictions regarding UX. Application usage data is a raw and objective data 

that is about the use of an application under study. The range of this kind of data may be 

from low-level typing strokes and displays/screens to high level events of an application. 
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Normally this form of data is not obtained in formative-evaluation practice of SocioXensor 

[106]. 

6.2.1.3.1 Advantages: 

According to Mulder et al. [106], this method provides guidelines to researchers in their 

selections which questions to inquire, which schedule to follow for collecting data, which 

human behavior and sensors for context data to utilize and which application-usage-data to 

be logged. SocioXensor serves as an instrument for social sciences for getting a dynamic and 

in-depth insight into these phenomena and their possible relationships. Besides, such 

formative evaluation regarding design, SocioXensor may be expanded with modules 

permitting summative evaluation of a particular application usage in context. So it reinforces 

this critical link among design and evaluation.  

 

6.2.2 Subjective Type UXEMs: 
 

The different types of Objective UXEMs found in literature after conducting an extensive 

literature review and are: 

 

 Repertory Grid Technique 

 Experimental Pilots 

 SAFE Method  

 Web Based Surveys 

 Diary Method 

 Interviews 

 Heuristic Evaluation Methods 

 Cognitive Walkthrough 

6.2.2.1 Repertory Grid Technique (RGT): 

RGT is used to evaluate customers subjective experiences during their interaction with some 

product or service [107]. Kelly [108] states that human create his own perception of the 

world he is living in. Human has a tendency to model things that are discovered in the world 

based on a number of personal constructs that are bipolar in character. Kelly [108] further 

argued that judgment of other people is usually based on making construct like light or heavy, 

tall or short, handsome or ugly, and so on.  

 

A ‗construct‘ is usually a single aspect of significance for a person that allows two 

phenomena to be seen alike, by differentiating them from a third one [109]. Kelly [108] 

recommended RGT as a structured method for eliciting a collection of these abstract 

constructs and for exploring and investigating their interrelations and structure. 

 

The RGT [110] is a structured interview approach that provides an insight in order to 

facilitate the people to differentiate between different elements of choice through a 

comparison in three sets called the triads. RGT by itself is the result of a successful function 

of the technique [107]. It is presented in the form of a table or a matrix, whose rows 

represent the constructs whereas the columns represent the elements, i.e. the phenomena 

under examination.  

 

RGT [108] usually represents a rating system that is used to quantitatively associate each 

element in association to the qualitative constructs. An individual RG table is designed for 

every subject taking part in a RGT study [109]. RGT consists of two phases [108]: 

 

 Elicitation of user professed attributes usually known as personal constructs. 
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 Rating on the elicited attributes. 

In UX research and practice, the RGT is used for different objectives. It can be used as an 

inspirational tool where the emphasis is on rich insight. On the other hand, RGT can also be 

used as an evaluative tool where the focus is on acquiring a reliable and valid demonstration 

of UX.  

6.2.2.1.1 Advantages: 

According to [110], some of the advantages are as follows: 

 

As compared to unstructured interviews and explorative ethnography, RGT is considered to 

be less time-consuming and more efficient. Since the personal constructs are obtained from 

a participant that constitute the data for study, therefore, use of RGT considerably decreases 

the amount of data that requires to be analyzed as compare to the transcribing and analyzing 

in the case of unstructured interviews or ethnographic records. 

6.2.2.1.2 Disadvantages: 

According to [110], the main disadvantage of RGT is that, it requires an extensive amount of 

effort from both the participant and the experimenter at the time of construct eliciting. 

6.2.2.2 Experimental Pilots (EP): 

An EP [111] is usually used to evaluate new technological solution with real users in a pilot 

situation, with in a real environment. UX evaluation can be performed in this framework in 

order to predict the kind of UX that can be expected in actual world practice setting. The 

main requirement for arranging an experimental pilot is; the technology that is to be 

evaluated should be matured enough, so that the real users can use it in real environments.  

 

During an EP, the UX evaluation is divided into four phases [111]: 

 

 Before Use Evaluation 

 During Use Evaluation 

 After Use Evaluation 

 Follow Up Evaluation.  

Each evaluation phase has its own evaluation focus, particular goals by setting its own 

specifications for the evaluation methods.  

 

Before Use Evaluation is considered to be the best time for evaluating the expectations and 

attitudes of the users. In this phase, an introduction of the new technology under 

experimentation is provided to the pilot users in order to train them for its usage. During Use 

is the time when customer is using a product or service. This is considered as the best time to 

collect the information about UX at the time it occurs. This phase concerns not only on 

evaluating the UX caused by the technology under evaluation, but also to figure out, how the 

lives of users are affected by the technology under evaluation. After Use is time when users 

generally stop using the technology under evaluation. At this stage, usually a feedback 

survey is conducted. The users can also report their UX through storytelling to reflect their 

experiences. Follow Up is the study that is best to estimate the long term effects of the 

experiment. The attitudes of experiment users can vary with time, and this does not 

essentially finish right after piloting. EP usually facilitates the users with new possibilities 

for controlling their lives, which may results into negative or even disastrous effects [111].  

 

The effects of EP [111] should be considered due to different reasons such as: 

 

 For collecting UX 
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 For evaluating the ethical issues associated with the experiment. 

6.2.2.2.1 Advantages: 

According to [111], some of the advantages of EP are presented as: 

 

 Experimental pilots are useful in order to expose the technology for real use under 

conditions that can be observed and followed.  

 As the development and acceptance of technology always put some effects into our 

society and common users´ lives. These effects are usually arbitrary and perhaps 

accidental. Experimental pilots are useful in making these effects detectable before 

technology is taken for common use. 

6.2.2.2.2 Disadvantages: 

According to [111], some of the disadvantages of the EP are as follows: 

 

 EP is restricted in time. 

 EP may be comprised of simulated parts that perhaps have effects on the UX. 

 As users know that they will use the evaluated technology for a short period of time, 

therefore, their dedication in adopting the technology as an essential part of their 

lives may not be very strong. 

6.2.2.3 Scale Adoption Framework for Evaluation (SAFE) Method: 

SAFE [112] has been developed in order to assist practitioners before selecting psychometric 

scales. A psychometric scale is a kind of measurement that is used for assessing conceptual 

qualia (a core aspect of consciousness, such as sensation, cognitive analysis) subjectively 

practiced by a person such as person´ emotional states and interpersonal trust.  

 

Psychometric scales have often been used for evaluation to establish some psychological 

construct such as emotions, trust and so on. This facilitates the users to quantify their 

experiences subjectively that are further map onto a construct. The results will be helpful for 

the practitioners, in order to improve a product. Basically, psychometric scale in SAFE 

method are referred as, scale [112].  

 

SAFE is proposed to assist practitioners who are lacking of a psychology or psychometric 

background, about the vital properties of reliable and valid measures. For this purpose, 

SAFE demonstrates the most significant elements that a practitioner should consider while 

adopting a measure in order to make sure that, it is adequately robust and precisely measure 

the construct needed by the practitioner [112]. 

 

UX has several subjective meanings that depend on both, the individual as well as the 

environment of interaction. The scales are implemented or created by practitioners and if 

they fail to show reliable or valid results, this could affect the success of a product. Based on 

a UX construct definition, scales must be developed firstly in order to assist design decisions 

about the scope of UX through evaluation [112].  

6.2.2.3.1 The SAFE Architecture: 

SAFE was designed to represent the important elements of scale development, which are 

necessary for scale construction. Figure 9 presents the SAFE architecture that is composed of 

three elements. On the left side of each element, an explanation of the aim is provided that 

shows what developers have to consider while taking into account the scale for scale 

construction. Furthermore, three key aspects for each of these elements are provided for the 
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practitioner‘s that has to be considered while deciding on a scale for usability or UX 

evaluation [112].  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.2.2.3.2 Advantages: 

According to [112], SAFE is used to assist the selection of psychometric scales for 

usability/UX evaluations. It is designed to facilitate practitioners in choosing and adopting 

psychometric scales. 

6.2.2.3.3 Disadvantages: 

According to [112], different disadvantages of SAFE method are presented as follows: 

1:- Construct Definition: 

2:- Scale Validity: 

 

3:- Scale Reliability: 

 

Aim of scale 

validity 

Aim of 

Construct Definition 
Pertinent questions regarding construct definition for 

practitioners when adopting a scale 

Pertinent questions regarding scale validity for practitioners 

when adopting a scale 

Aim of scale reliability 

Pertinent questions regarding scale reliability for 

practitioners when adopting a scale 

This is arguably the 

most important  
element of scale 

development:  good 

scale items cannot be 
formulated 

without it. Determine 

what 
you are and are not 

intending to measure. 

Is the 

construct 

grounded 

in 

theory? 

Clarity: need to 

know what you 

measure is not 

ambiguous and 

confused, when it is 

you are unsure of 

what you are 

measuring. 

Discriminating: 

you must know that 

you are not 

measuring 

something that you 

are not intending to 

measure 

(confound). 

The extent to 

which a scale 

measures 

what it 

intend to 

measure. 

 

Construct 

Validity 

 

Context 

 

Sample 

Ensure that the 

measure 

consistently 

reflects the 

construct, not only 

internally 

(cronbach‘s 

alpha) but also 

over time 

(test-retest) 

 

Inter-item 

reliability 

 

Test-retest 

reliability 

Figure 9: Scale Adoption Framework for Evaluation (SAFE) 
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 The information gathering to conduct SAFE method is not as easy as expected.  

 Most of the usability scales were developed in the 1990s. Due to this, there are 

prospective issues that practitioners should think about.  

 There is no proper standard is present to support the selection of psychometric 

measures for UX. 

6.2.2.4 Diary Methods: 

Diary studies [101]  are based on a group of people who keep a diary while using a product. 

They keep record of what they learn, mistakes they make, and how frequently they make use 

of that product. After that, the diaries are coded and analyzed for determining usage patterns 

and scanning of common issues. Diaries are considered as best method for fully functional 

products. 

Diary method is one of the cheapest ways to follow, how the use of a specific 

product/service changes with time for explicit users. It is also considered as one of the only 

geographically dispersed qualitative research method i.e. people can fill up diaries any where 

round the world without leaving their office. This helps to conduct research to know how 

different culture and geographic locations affect UX of some particular product [101].  

Before inaugurating a diary study, different things such as the duration of the study and the 

study's sampling rate should be considered based on how often user use specific product 

[101]. In order to get good quality information, selection for the duration and sampling rate 

should be sensible, which do not acquire too much time of the people.  

Diary study is of two types: unstructured and structured. The diarists execute explicit tasks 

and observe particular aspects of the product in order to report their experiences in a 

predefined diary format by following the remote assistance of a moderator [101].  

An Unstructured Diary can generate immense information about the aspects of the product 

that is not bothered about. The diarists are provided with a set of guiding principles that 

inform them about the kind of behavior which is to be recorded during active contribution. 

These principles should be precise, concise and comprehensive [101]. Structured Diaries 
help the participants to consider those parts of the product that are not focused before. For 

this purpose, novel ways are used. Structured diaries are of three types i.e. survey structured 

diaries, usability test diaries and problem report diaries [101]. 

6.2.2.4.1 Advantage: 

According to [101], some of the advantages are presented as follows: 

 

 Diary method is one of the cheapest ways to keep record of the changes with time 

for the use of specific product/service. 

 People can fill up diaries around the world by sitting at one place. 

6.2.2.4.2 Disadvantage: 

According to [101], some of the disadvantages are as follows: 

 

 Sometimes it is difficult for the people to provide accurate and honest answers. Even 

if they are willing to help, they may feel uncomfortable to admit failure or telling 

that they don't have knowledge about something.  

 Sometimes, the diary entry is the only source of contact with a particular person and 

there is no other approach to identify the objective reality. 
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6.2.2.5 Web Based Surveys: 

Survey [101] is considered as the best tool to figure out the target audience and their 

opinions. In a typical survey, there is a set of questions, which is used to make a structured 

way of exploring an immense group of people by asking them about their interests, their 

preferences and themselves. After conducting the results, statistical methods can be applied 

to evaluate your audience by revealing extensive characteristics which will be helpful in 

extracting attractive subgroups of users.  

Web based surveys are mainly considered as most susceptible as they are depend on three 

characteristics of participants i.e. perceptions, capability and motivation of participants to 

respond correctly about their perceptions. People can only inform, what they think [101]. 

Three things are needed to survey a group i.e. a set of questionnaire, a method to gather 

responses, and to access the group. The last aspect directly affects the timing of any survey 

[101]. Different surveys need different timings. Before designing a survey, one should know 

how to accomplish it, why survey is going to be conducted and for which purpose. A typical 

survey has four main parts i.e. an introduction, a beginning, a middle, and an end [101]. 

6.2.2.5.1 Advantages: 

According to [101], qualitative techniques like think aloud usability tests, focus groups and 

contextual inquiry are useful to provide an insight about user behavior while using a product, 

but they do not precisely draw an outline of the distinctiveness to discriminate different 

people using that product from the whole group in general. Only quantitative techniques 

such as surveys can provide the information about what traits identify a specific audience for 

a particular product. 

6.2.2.5.2 Disadvantages: 

According to [101] , some of the disadvantages are provided as follows: 

 People may exaggerate.  

 People may select an answer even if they do not have strong believed on it.  

 People may try to outguess the survey.  
 People lie. Definitely not all, but some of them may lie about everything because 

people exaggerate and provide false information, if they have no motivation to 

inform the truth or if they feel itchy. 

6.2.2.6 Interviews: 

To really identify the UX, one has to ask the user about it, and this is referred as an interview 

[101]. 

 

6.2.2.6.1 The Interview Structure: 

Interview for the sake of extracting UX has the same structure, which is used for one person 

or a focus group of people. It starts with some general information that leads to specific 

questions in order to explore the big picture and concluding with a wrap up. A standard 

interview process is divided into six phases i.e. an introduction, warm up, general issues, 

deep focus, retrospective and wrap up [101]. 

Nondirected Interviewing [101] is the method to approach the user's feelings, thoughts and 

experiences without affecting them through the preconceptions of the interviewer. The 

interviewer in a nondirected interview has to isolate everything he/she feel and know about 

his/her product. The interviewer should not think about success or failure of the product, just 

ignore everything and view things in a complete neutral manner. During interview, every 
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question should concentrate on the interviewee‘s experience, not extrapolation. This will 

help to understand their behavior. The interviewer should keep in mind the followings [101]: 

 All the questions should be non-judgmental.  

 All the questions should concentrate on a single topic.  

 Keep questions open-ended.  

 Avoid binary questions.  

There are a many things interviewer should consider to increase the quality of the responses 

[101]. 

 Define terms. 

 Don't force opinions.  

 Restate Answers.  

 Be aware of your own expectations.  

 Never say the participant is wrong.  

 Listen carefully to the questions that are asked by the respondent. 

 Try to keep the language and intent of the questions simplest. 

 Always review your tapes. 

6.2.2.6.2 Advantages: 

According to [101], it is considered as the more standardized, more formal evaluation 

method that helps to totally eliminate the point of view of the interviewer from the interview. 

6.2.2.6.3 Disadvantages: 

According to [101], some of the disadvantages are provided as follows: 

 

 It is observed that people usually do not say what they believe. Sometimes, they 

might say no in order to avoid conflict when they really mean yes.  

 It is observed that people occasionally reply a different question from the one they 

were asked.  
 It is observed that sometimes interviewee has his/her own agenda, on which he/she 

want to talk about rather than the things being asked by the interviewer. 

6.2.2.7 Heuristic Evaluation Methods: 

This method was proposed by Nielsen [113]. This is extensively used as usability/UX 

assessment method. It uses several predefined guidelines of usability (called heuristics) to 

recognize usability (as it is an aspect of UX) problems and assess applications whether they 

are according to guidelines of usability or not [114].  

 

Mostly these methods are used to identify major problems but they also recognize a great 

number of minor problems as well. To improve design heuristic evaluation is mostly used at 

initial stages. This method becomes more beneficial to identify 55-90 percent of usability 

problems when number of evaluators is 4-6. Every evaluator inspects interface according to 

the principles and produces a report which consists of usability problems. Evaluators can 

discuss problems with each other while preparing a final problems list on the basis of 

individual lists and exclude duplicate usability problems [115]. The selection of heuristics 

must be done with care because rest of developmental process will be based on them.   

 

Nielsen [116] describes that Heuristic Evaluator may be novice having no or little expertise, 

expert of usability and double expert who have expertise in usability as well as interface. It is 

better that double experts perform HE rather than novice evaluators. Nielson [116] provides 

10 heuristics which are mostly used in heuristic evaluation. To maximize thoroughness, 
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evaluators are used to add more heuristics in the list provided Nielson. Ten heuristics by 

Nielson are the Table 18 below: 

 

Table 18: Ten Neilson‟s Heuristics 

 

Neilson’s Heuristics 

Heuristics Descriptions 

Status Visibility of system The system must inform users through proper feedback 

within specific time. 

Matching between system 

& real world 

The terminologies used by the system must be familiar having 

logical order other than use of terms which are system 

oriented. 

 

User-control & 

independence 

To facilitate users when they do something with mistake, the 

system must provide functions like undo & redo. 

Consistency & Standards The system should avoid confusion in the users by providing 

different words, scenarios/situations and activities for 

different purposes. A conventional platform should be 

followed. 

 

Error prevention There should be confirmation option for preventing users to 

commit errors. Error message must be handled with care to 

avoid problems. 

 

Recognition other than 

recall 

System should provide clear actions and options to minimize 

users‘ memory load. Users may not remember information on 

different stages of usage so helpful instructions should be 

provided. 

Usage Flexibility & 

Efficiency 

The system has capability for accommodating experienced as 

well as inexperienced users through accelerators. The system 

should help users to modify their normal or last actions. 

Minimalist & Aesthetic 

Design 

System should avoid irrelevant or seldom used information 

which reduces visibility as well as relevance of necessary 

information.  

 

Help users to identify, 

examine and recover 

after errors occur 

 

The system should display constructive error messages in 

simple language. These messages should highlight the 

problems and suggest valid solutions. 

 

Help  & Documentation The system must provide user manuals and proper 

documentation containing list of precise steps for users‘ tasks. 

 

Nielson [116] provides different factors that may affect Heuristics Evaluations. 

 

 Expertise of the Evaluators.  

 Severity of the Usability/UX Problem. 

 Individual Heuristics. 

 Location of Problems in Dialogue. 

6.2.2.7.1 Advantages: 

Heuristics Evaluation method has numerous benefits over other usability/UX assessment 

methods [116]. Some are given below. 

 

 It is cost-effective. 
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 It is used during initial developmental stages. 

 It finds out major as well as minor usability problems. 

6.2.2.7.2 Disadvantages: 

The effectiveness of Heuristics Evaluation is weakened because of following reasons [116]. 

 

 Evaluators must be expert. 

 Many evaluators are needed. 

 Heuristics Evaluation mostly identifies minor usability problems. 

 It has no connection with end users. 

 Heuristics selection is based on evaluator‘s experience and skill. 

 HE cannot evaluate the whole design, because evaluators may put efforts on single 

portion of system. 

6.2.2.8     Cognitive Walkthrough: 

This is task-oriented method for usability/UX evaluation. The evaluators analyze every step 

of user task when it is completed [117]. The main focus of this method is on cognitive 

perspectives for example learn-ability which means that in how much time user can learn a 

new system. It is based on exploratory learning in which a user learns a new system without 

any user manual or documentation. Proper time to use this method is early stages of product 

development. There is need of 1-4 usability experts and sometimes system developers can 

evaluate interface [118]. 

 

Involving evaluators having little or no usability expertise [119] making it famous in 

engineering perspective. It is famous in research perspective as it is theory based with a 

focus on “how users learn”.  The focus of CW is to find out how people select actions on 

the basis of information displayed by system. 

 

Action sequences help evaluators to generate stories of success and failure on every step. 

They must be ready and provided to every evaluator in CW-session. The failure story is 

result of divergence between tasks of users and action-sequences [119]. These stories are 

helpful in two different dimensions i.e. improvement source in design and discovery of 

numerous possible sequences that lead user to destination. A user may think that he/she is on 

wrong way because this way is different from designer viewpoint, but in reality this way 

may also lead him/her to destination [119]. In CW, given details regarding action sequences 

may affect problems identification. For example, more problems are recognized when more 

detailed information is given. It is beneficial to permit evaluators to generate action 

sequences themselves but they must have some certain information as provided in the Table 

19 below: 

Table 19: Information Required for Cognitive Walkthrough (CW) 

 

Information Description 

Prototype of System May be not a fully functional design, but 

contains plain picture about location and 

contents of menu. 

Tasks a User is supposed to perform The details of the tasks that the users have to 

perform. 

List of all Action Sequences A list of all actions, vital to complete the 

task. 

Indication of User Details about the intended knowledge, 

experience and user that is required by the 

Evaluators. 
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The evaluator asks questions given below until completion of CW [120]: 

 

 Will a user try to get right effects? 

 Will a user take notice that right actions are available? 

 Whether a user will associate right action with effect to be got or not? 

 Will a user notice progress towards solution when a right action is done. 

6.2.2.8.1 Advantages: 

Advantages of CW are presented as under [113]: 

 

 Low-fidelity or high-fidelity prototypes may be utilized for performing CW. 

 Evaluators as well as designers keep in focus knowledge of users, aims and 

cognitive complexity needed for using the system. 

 CW is an effective approach to recognize usability problems that can have bad 

effects on users‘ performance. 

 Novice as well as expert evaluators can perform CW. 

6.2.2.8.2 Disadvantages: 

Following weak points may reduce CW effectiveness [113]: 

 

 CW acquires lot of time and hard to perform on big and difficult tasks. 

 The production of action sequences is based on skill and experience of evaluators. 

 It has very narrow focus over attributes of usability like learn-ability. 

 

In this chapter, we explored different UXEMs. It is interesting to know that all of the 

identified UXEMs are applicable to some of the factors of UX i.e. every UXEM is currently 

used to capture some factors of UX. To capture broader picture of UX, multi-method 

approaches are also used where more than one UXEM is used. 
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SECTION III – EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 
 

 

Chapter 7: Analysis and Interpretations of Case 

Study 

Chapter 8: Workshop 

Chapter 9: Validity 
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7 ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATIONS OF CASE 

STUDY 
 

7.1 Definitions and Concepts of UX: 
 

With the help of Case Study, we explored different definitions (See Chapter 3, section 3.1) 

and concepts (See Chapter 3, section 3.2) of UX. These identified UX definitions and 

concepts provided us different interpretations of UX. Through these different interpretations 

of UX, we extracted different contributing factors of UX as provided in Table 10 (See 

Chapter 3). Here, we are interested to map each of the identified UX factor against different 

authors. This will help us to rank different contributing factors of UX according to their 

importance. Following Table 20 presents the different authors and their identified UX 

contributing factors. 

Table 20: Contributing Factors to UX 

 

ID Authors UX 
Aspects of 

UX 

A
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ic
 

A
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b
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Measures of UX 

C
o
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o
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U
se

 

P
ra

g
m

at
ic
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n
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1 Alben [13] X X X X X  X 

2 Desmet et al. [38]  X X X X   

3 Macarthur et al. [39]     X  X 

4 Jetter et al. [40] X X X X X X X 

5 Henke [41] X X      

6 Nielsen-Norman 

Group [123] 
X X X X X X X 

7 UPA [124]   X   X X 

8 Shedroff [125]    X X X X 

9 Hassenzahl [29] X X X X X X X 

10 Mäkelä et al. [42]  X    X X 

11 Roto [43] X X X X X X X 

13 Hassenzahl [45]      X X 

14 Davis [46] X    X X X 

15 Forlizzi et al. [47] X X     X 

16 Zhang et al. [50]  X X X X  X 

17 McCarthy et al. [30]   X X  X X 

18 Song et al. [52]       X 

19 Jetter et al. [40] X X X X X  X 

20 Hiltunen et al. [54] X     X X 

21 Yu et al. [55]    X X X X 

22 Neisser [55] X  X X   X 

23 Marika et al. [12] X X X X X X X 

24 Hiltunen et al. [57] X X X X  X  

25 McCall et al. [49] X X   X X  

26 McCarthy [60]      X  
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In the above table: 

 

”X” represents that author has identified that factor. 

The Blank Space in the table represents that author did not identify that factor. 

 

The Table 21 shows the most addressed factors of UX in different definitions and concepts 

of UX on the basis of Case Study. The factors were calculated as by dividing the number of 

time a factor identified by all authors divided by the total no of authors found in literature 

and are provided in Table 20. Table 21 shows a summary of Table 20. 

 

Table 21: Number of times a UX factor found in Literature 

 

Factors Number of Time a factor identified by all authors 

/ Total number of Authors 

Percentage 

Pragmatic 14/26 53 

Hedonic 14/26 53 

Aesthetic Attributes 13/26 50 

Emotions 14/26 53 

Satisfaction in Use 14/26 53 

Expectations 16/26 61 

Context of Use 20/26 77 

 

On the basis of above analysis, we have rated different contributing factors of UX according 

to the group of authors (found from academia as provided in Table 20):  

7.1.1 Context of Use:  
The highest agreement was found for Context of Use. Most of the authors believe that 

context of use such as environment, cultural issues, social issues and organizational issues 

affect the UX at most [29] [45] [54]. The circumstances in which the interaction takes place 

may paint a different picture of UX for different environments. Similarly, the different 

cultural background of users may also affect the overall UX.  

7.1.2 Expectations: 
Expectations received the second peak importance from the group of authors. This 

phenomenon is very well explained by [42] where authors identified the need to focus on the 

previous experiences of users as they leads to the new expectations towards that particular 

product, service or system. 

7.1.3 Pragmatic, hedonic, Emotions and Satisfaction in use: 
Pragmatic, hedonic, Emotions and Satisfaction in use collectively, rated at the third place. 

 

Satisfaction in Use is directly associated to the quality of some particular product, service or 

system. It acts as a parameter for analyzing the quality. ―User satisfaction can be measured 

by the extent to which users have achieved their pragmatic and hedonic goals” [121]. 

 

Emotions can be of two type i.e. negative emotions and positive emotions. These two types 

of emotions play a vital role for attaining the complete picture of UX. 

7.1.4 Aesthetic Attributes: 
Aesthetic Attributes were found as the fourth important contributing factor amongst all the 

identified contributing factors to UX. 

 

According to the group of authors, aesthetic attributes play the decisive role in the 

competitive environment by making users happy and excited. Beauty, coolness, sexiness and 

attractiveness are the most defined attributes for aesthetics [40] [81]. 
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7.2 Role of UX in Mobile Industry: 

7.2.1 UX Factors that influence the adoption of MPS: 
 

As we identified different contributing factors of UX from literature with the help of Case 

Study, similarly we also identified different UX factors that may influence the UX in 

adoption of MPS as provided in Table 12 (See Chapter 4, section 4.2). Following Table 22 

presents different authors and their identified factors that may influence the UX in adoption 

of MPS. 

Table 22: Factors that influence UX of user in the adoption of MPS 

 

ID Authors Factors that influence UX 

Multimedia 
U
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1 Ketola et al. 

[63] 
  X X  X     X X 

2 Bergman et al. 

[64] 
X X    X       

3 Carlsson et al. 

[65] 
  X X  X     X  

4 Clark et al. 

[61] 
        X    

5 Khalid et al. 

[68] 
         X   

6 Xu et al. [69]         X X   

7 Subramanya et 

al. [70] 
X X X X X      X  

8 Xiao et al. [72]       X X     

9 Kargin et al. 

[75] 
X X X X         

10 Subramanya et 

al. [71] 
      X X    X 

11 Ishii et al. [76]           X  

12 Taylor et al. 

[77] 
        X  X  

13 Roto et al. [43]           X  

14 Delagi et al. 

[78] 
      X  X    

 

In the above table: 

 

”X” represents that author has identified that factor. 

The Blank Space in the table represents that author did not identify that factor. 

 

Table 23 shows the most addressed factors that influence UX in adopting MPS on the basis 

of Case Study. The factors were calculated as by dividing the number of time a factor 
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identified by all authors divided by the total no of authors found in literature and are 

provided in Table 22. Table 23 shows a summary of Table 22. 

 

Table 23: Factors that influence UX in adoption of MPS 

 

Factors Number of Times a factor identified by all 

authors / Total number of Authors 

Percentage 

Music 3/14 21 

Camera 3/14 21 

Games 4/14 28 

MMS 4/14 28 

UI 1/14 7 

Computing Factors 3/14 21 

Poor Hardware Power 3/14 21 

Small Screen 2/14 14 

Cognitive aspects of Users 4/14 28 

Affective aspects of Users 2/14 14 

Internet Services 6/14 42 

Mobile Accessories 2/14 14 

 

On the basis of above analysis, we have rated different factors that may influence the UX in 

adoption of MPS. This analysis shows that the maximum number of authors have suggest 

that without providing proper internet services, it is very difficult for MPS to survive in the 

competitive environment.  

 

The group of authors has further rated the entertainment and the cognitive aspects of users at 

the second place as being most influencing factors of UX for the adoption of MPS. 

Multimedia, Poor hardware power and computing factors received the third highest ratings 

from the group of authors. The affective aspects of users, Small screens and Mobile 

accessories are considered at the fourth place whereas only one author was found who 

mentioned UI as the influencing factor of UX in adoption of MPS.  

 

From this analysis, we conclude that the main interest of all the authors from academia is to 

―make people happier‖. 

 

7.2.2 UX Challenges faced by Mobile Industry: 
 

The trend of manufacturing design towards service innovation and high value added 

products has been emerged in the last few years. During the product design process, the 

involvement of customers´ cognitive and affective aspects such as: awareness, perception, 

reasoning, and judgment are now, considered to be very important.  

 

The huge growth in mobile applications has made designers and companies to address: ―how 

these applications are perceived, and how the experience can be measured and optimized” 

[26]. By the introduction of different features like text, email, web access, voice and video 

messaging, MP3 players, java games and built in cameras have changed the perception of 

mobile phones by setting the new expectations and dimensions in the mobile industry. Due 

to this, mobile phones are not the simple voice communication devices anymore [70]. 

 

According to [70], analysts consider UI as major issue that should be considered for better 

UX as mobile consumers are now well familiar of different features due to which they wish 

for full control over audio, video, graphics and animations all depending on their mood, 

mobility situations, personal taste and cost factors. Li et al. [72] have presented four main 

constrained issues that may affect the UX of MPS and are: 
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 Small screen 

 Poor hardware power 

 Limited access bandwidth 

 Restricted operational interface of mobile phones. 

According to [73], the future of mobile industry is likely to be dependent on mobile services. 

In order to make these advanced services a part of daily life of consumers, industry is facing 

the challenge to understand, ―how and why people adopt or do not adopt mobile services‖ 

[73]. Mobile phones are customer products that should facilitate users with a satisfactory 

experience else it will not hang on to a competitive place in the market. 

7.3 An Initial Framework to understand the UX in 

Mobile Industry: 
 

The results provided in the sections 7.1 and 7.2.1 reveals the importance of different UX 

factors that considered as the most contributing factors of UX. On the basis of these different 

contributing factors to UX (found from academia as provided in Table 20 and Table 22), we 

are presenting an initial framework to understand the phenomenon of UX in Mobile Industry.  

 

This framework is derived from the work of Bevan [121] where author has tried to 

summarize different types of measures of usability and UX for the purposes of measurement 

(summative or formative). Basically, this framework is an anticipation of the analysis and 

discussion that is provided in the sections 7.1 and 7.2.1. 

 

The proposed framework provides different UX factors of product or service such as 

pragmatic and hedonic along with the different UX aspects of users such as cognitive and 

affective. Some other very important UX factors such as aesthetic aspects of product and 

context of use are also part of this framework. The proposed framework is intended to 

facilitate industry for understanding the complex phenomenon of UX and is presented in 

Figure 10 below: 
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Figure 10: an initial framework to understand User Experience in Mobile Industry 
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From the above figure 10, it is clear that our proposed framework has five main focused 

areas i.e. aspects of products/services, user aspects, aesthetics, context of use and measures 

of UX. All of these can be used for the different interpretations of UX: 

 

 As UX attribute, aesthetics play an important role to create a good UX towards the 

product.  

 The pragmatic and hedonic aspects of product or service, becomes the user´s goals 

[49]. 

 During the use of any product or service, different measurable UX consequences 

such as emotions, expectations and user satisfaction influence the entire UX. 

 User satisfaction is associated with the achievement of the pragmatic goals. 

 Environment, cultural, social and organizational issues may become the baseline of 

the circumstances in which the interaction takes place, which may interpret a 

different picture of UX for different context of use. 

Therefore, it is quite difficult to measure UX directly as it is mainly perceived as the actual 

experience. However, the measurable consequences of UX that can be measured 

independently and are: 

 

 Expectations 

 Emotions 

 Satisfaction in Use 

If we are interested in measuring the pragmatic aspects of products or services then it can be 

achieved by measuring the ―Satisfaction in use‖. Similarly, by capturing ―Emotions‖ or 

―Expectations‖, the Hedonic aspects of products or services can be measured. 

 

However, if we want to focus on the affective aspects of users, then we have to capture 

―Emotions‖ and ―Expectations‖. On the other hand, the measurement of ―Satisfaction in use‖ 

will provide an insight to the cognitive aspects of users. 

 

The achievement of aesthetic attributes will obtain a direct visceral reaction [121]. The 

aesthetic aspects are dependent on the Hedonic aspects of products and the affective aspects 

of users. The good aesthetic attributes of a product will affect both of them in a positive way. 

 

―Context of use‖ may affect every measure of UX (Emotions, Expectations and Satisfaction 

in use) that will results into a different picture of UX. 

 

7.3.1 Important things to be considered before UX evaluation: 
 

On the basis of this framework, we have presented different UX measures for capturing 

better picture of UX. However, there are several things that need to be addressed before UX 

evaluation and are as follows: 

 

 The stakeholder goals are considered as the main concern at high level. The 

stakeholder may be users or organization (staff or managers). 

 What aspects of users, products and satisfaction are most important for these 

stakeholders? 

 What are the challenges if the goals for users, product/service and satisfaction are 

not obtained in the deliberated contexts of use? 
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It is expected that the proposed framework can be helpful for the integration of new 

conceptual distinctions (new factors of UX) as they will be evolved. 

7.4 The UXEMs for Mobile Industry: 
 

The UXEMs that were collected from the Case Study are presented in the Table 24. Table 24 

shows the UXEMs along with their applicability on the different phases of MPS 

development lifecycle. Our main focus was to classify these methods on different phases of 

MPS development lifecycle and to figure out the most concerned factors of UX phenomenon 

for evaluation. 

 

Table 24: User Experience Evaluation Methods 

 

Type of 

UXEMs 

UXEMs Phase Data Type 

O
b

je
ct

iv
e 

Physiological Method During Development Qn 

Neurological Measurement Methods During Development Qn 

SocioXensor Method  After and During 

Development 

Both 

S
u

b
je

ct
iv

e 

RGT Before and After 

Development 

Both 

Experimental Pilots After Development Ql 

SAFE Method After Development Ql 

Diary Method After Development Ql 

Web Based Surveys Before and After 

Development 

Ql 

Interviews Before and After 

Development 

Ql 

HE Methods During Development Ql 

CW Method During Development Ql 

 

Where: 

 

Qn = Quantitative 

Ql = Qualitative 

Both = Quantitative and Qualitative  

 

By studying UXEMs (See Chapter 6), we tried to analyze which UXEM is most applicable 

for which UX factor. Followings are the most addressed UX factors i.e. these are the most 

addressed factors by all the studied UXEMs: 

 

 Emotions 

 Aesthetics 

 Attention 

 Attitude 

 Cognitive Aspects of Users (e.g. learnability) 

 Feelings (or opinion) 

 Expectations 
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The green box in the Table 25 below shows that the identified method is suitable for that UX 

factor whereas the blank box shows that no information was available about the applicability 

to that particular factor of UX in the literature. 

 

Table 25: UX Factors addressed by UXEMs 

 

Type UXEMs UX Factors 
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O
b

je
ct
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e Physiological Method        

Neurological 

Measurement Methods        

SocioXensor Method        
 

S
u
b
je
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e 

RGT        

Experimental Pilots        

SAFE Method        

Diary Method        

Web Based Surveys        

Interviews        

HE Methods        

CW Method        

 

The Table 26 shows the most addressed UX factors on the basis of the Case Study. The 

factors were calculated as by dividing the number of times a factor focused by all UXEMs 

divided by the total no UXEMs found in literature and are provided in Table 26. Table 26 

shows a summary of Table 25.  

 

Table 26: UX Factors addressed by UXEMs 

 

UX Factor The number of times a factor focused by all UXEMs / 

The total no UXEMs 

Emotions 8/11 

Aesthetics 2/11 

Attention 1/11 

Attitude 1/11 

Cognitive Aspects of Users 4/11 

Feelings (or opinion) 5/11 

Expectations 3/11 

 

The above analysis depicts that for capturing good picture of UX, the maximum interest is 

present for the evaluation of emotions as the highest numbers of UXEMs are effectively 

applicable for this area. Feelings and Cognitive effects are found to be the second and third 

most interested area respectively whereas for Expectations only 3 out of 11 UXEMs were 

found that identifies this area as a less interested area for UX evaluation as compared to 

emotions, feelings and cognitive effects. Aesthetics aspects are also figured out comparatively 

less interested area based on the effective implication of UXEMs as only 2 out of 11 UXEMs 

were found for the measurement of this aspect. At the end, attention and attitude are 

considered as the least interested area for UX measurement as only 1 out of 11 UXEM was 

found for each of them in order to measure these factors. 
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This analysis will help the developers and UX evaluators to choose the most affective 

UXEM for the desired factor of UX for evaluation, based on the effectiveness of UXEMs as 

presented in the Table 25.  Moreover, this analysis also identifies the implication of UXEMs 

for the appropriate development phases of product, service or system as shown in the Table 

24. 

7.5 The UX Evaluation Criteria for Mobile Industry: 
 

Different attempts have been performed so far to provide theories, models or frameworks for 

UX Evaluation. All of them are focused on the analysis of users‘ emotions, sensations, 

perceptions, opinions and behavior. The variety of these approaches depicts the richness and 

complexity of the UX [49]. 

 

We identified different UX evaluation criterias in academia (See Chapter 5, Section 5.3) 

along with the different UX factors focused by different UXEMs in Section 7.4. On the basis 

of this analysis, we want to extend ―the systematic criteria for evaluating UX‖ presented by 

Roto et al. [35], which is based on the following steps: 

 

1. Develop Understanding about good UX  

2. Define appropriate UX metrics 

3. Define UXEMs (against the metrics)  

4. Employ UX Evaluation during development process 

 

First step is discussed in detail in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.2.1. In this section, Roto et al. [35] 

have pointed out the need of some proper definition and more information about the UX 

phenomenon. There are shortcomings of proper UX factors that should be considered for 

evaluating UX. In this thesis, we have identified different UX factors that will be helpful in 

understanding and developing a clear picture for UX and UX evaluation i.e. which areas are 

to be focused for the evaluation of UX according to the needs and constraints of company or 

organization within the context of use. These factors were figured out from the analysis of 

Section 7.4 and are presented below in Table 27: 

 

Table 27: Different factors of Users and PS 

 

User´s Aspects PS´s (Product or Service) Aspects 

Emotions Aesthetics 

Expectations Pragmatic 

Attention Hedonic 

Attitude  

Cognitive Aspects of User  

Feelings or Opinion  

 

Second step is explained in detail in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.2.2. 

 

Third step is discussed in detail in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.2.3. In this step no proper 

guidelines are present for choosing the appropriate UXEMs. Although Roto et al. [35], have 

pointed out the need of a toolkit of UXEMs but no information about that toolkit is provided. 

For this, we have proposed our own toolkit of UXEMs. This toolkit is perceived from 

Section 7.4 and it contains different UXEMs that are applicable on different development 

phases of product and services. This toolkit not only provides the UXEMs but also indicates 

which UXEM is best applicable to which UX factor and on which development phase and is 

provided in the Table 28 below: 
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Table 28: Toolkit of UXEMs 

 

UXEMs UX Measurement Factors Development Phase 

Physiological Method Emotions, Attention and Feelings During Development 

Neurological 

Measurement Methods 

Emotions, Aesthetics and Attitude During Development 

SocioXensor Method Emotions and Feelings After and During 

Development 

RGT Emotions and Feelings Before and After 

Development 

Experimental Pilots Emotions and Cognitive aspects of Users After Development 

SAFE Method Emotions After Development 

Diary Method Cognitive aspects of Users and Expectations After Development 

Web Based Surveys Emotions, Feelings and Expectations Before and After 

Development 

Interviews Emotions, Cognitive aspects of Users and 

Expectations 

Before and After 

Development 

HE Methods Aesthetics During Development 

CW Method Cognitive aspects of Users During Development 

 

The above toolkit of UXEMs will be helpful for researchers and practitioners to decide the 

most suitable UXEM for the desired factors of UX. This will also act as a guideline for the 

researchers to get idea about the most interested factors of UX required to capture an insight 

view of UX i.e. which UX factors are mostly measured during which development phases. 

 

Step four is presented in detail in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.2.4. In this step, the primary 

principles of HCD [92] are applicable for UX design. HCD provides a more promising and 

stable approach by focusing on users. It projects that it‘s better to start with users‘ natural 

behavior in order to design such interfaces that are more insightful, easy to learn and free of 

performance issues [122].  

 

According to HCD [35], firstly understand the users‘ needs and wishes in the elected 

contexts. After that, iteratively design and evaluate the concepts and prototypes for the 

development process of product [35]. 

 

This toolkit will help to choose the UXEM according to the desired UX measurement factor 

along with the proper development phase of products and services. 

7.6 Discussion of the Results: 
 

The above Sections 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5 provide the analysis of our Case Study. Based 

on these results, we come up with some recommendations and suggestions about UX and 

UX evaluation, which are: 

 

 UX plays an important role in the success of any MPS. 

 Without capturing users´ needs and requirements, it is very hard to achieve user 

acceptance. 

 To focus on one factor of UX is not enough for the success of any MPS. 

 In order to understand the different contributing factors of UX, the proposed 

framework to understand UX in Mobile Industry will help: 

 

 To understand the different factors of UX 

 To get different interpretations of UX 

 To understand different measures for UX 
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 UX should be captured during every phase of development, especially in the early 

phases where the evaluation of Expectations factor will provide better user 

acceptance of any MPS. 

 For measuring the UX, more users should be involved in UX evaluation. As, the 

more users will participate in UX evaluation process, the more users´ needs and 

requirements will be met by the MPS. 
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8 WORKSHOP 
 

 

This chapter will provide an overview of a workshop held at Ericsson AB (Karlskrona). 

Section 8.1 will provide an overview about the workshop. The aims and objectives of the 

workshop will be presented in Section 8.2 whereas an introduction about the participants will 

be provided in Section 8.3. The different activities of the workshop are discussed in the 

section 8.4 which is followed by the feedback of the participants in Section 8.5. 

8.1 An Overview: 
 

The authors of this study, Supervisors Dr. Kari Rönkkö and Jeff Winter participated in this 

workshop in collaboration with Ericsson AB in Karlskrona. 

 

During the workshop, the participants exchanged their perceptions about UX and the role of 

UX in their company. The audience also provided their views about the proposed framework 

of UX i.e. how useful the framework is to understand the concept of UX and they further 

discussed how to employ UXEMs in their company in order to capture user requirements 

and needs.  

 

The workshop participants actively participated in the discussion session by sharing their 

opinions and understandings about the proposed study, which helped in developing better 

understanding about their experiences in the area of study. The workshop was carried out in 

the total time of 1 hour and 45 minutes. 

8.2 Aims and Objectives: 
 

The major goal of the workshop was to get the feedback by presenting the results of Case 

Study. The main aims of the workshop are presented as follows: 

 

 To get feedback on the proposed framework of UX i.e. how is this framework useful 

to understand the different factors of UX with respect to users, products and context 

of use. 

 

 To get feedback on the proposed toolkit of UXEMs i.e. how useful is the proposed 

toolkit of UXEMs in order to facilitate the industry to make the right choice of 

UXEM for the appropriate factor of UX according to the development phase. 

 

 To investigate the perceptions of industry experts about UX and UX evaluation. 

8.3 Participants: 
 

There were a total of ten participants in the workshop and they are presented in the following 

Table 29: 
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Table 29: Workshop Participants 
 

Name Sex Company/Institution Role 

Participant 1 M Blekinge Institute of Technology Supervisors of this 

study Participant 2 M Blekinge Institute of Technology 

Participant 3 M Ericsson AB 

M
em

b
er

s 
o

f 

E
ri

cs
so

n
 T

ea
m

 

Participant 4 F Ericsson AB 

Participant 5 M Ericsson AB 

Participant 6 F Ericsson AB 

Participant 7 M Ericsson AB 

Participant 8 M Ericsson AB 

Participant 9 M Blekinge Institute of Technology 
Authors of this study 

Participant 10 M Blekinge Institute of Technology 

8.4 Activities: 
 

8.4.1 Welcome: 
 

The official representative of the host company Ericsson AB began the workshop by 

introducing herself and started with the opening remarks of welcome. 

 

8.4.2 Introduction of the participants: 
 

We started by introducing ourselves and our area of thesis study, which was followed by the 

introduction and background of the supervisors of this thesis study.  

 

8.4.3 Presentation: 
 

We started the presentation by giving an overview of the research area including background 

and related work. After that, the problem definition was discussed to highlight the 

importance of proposed study. 

 

The results and findings of the thesis study were presented after problem definition. In the 

results section, the proposed initial framework to understand UX in Mobile Industry was 

explained in detail where different aspects of UX were discussed. Furthermore, the toolkit of 

UXEMs was presented where different UXEMs were discussed with respect to their 

effectiveness to some particular UX aspect during different development phases of the 

development life cycle. 

  

During the presentation, participants were encouraged to ask questions about the presented 

work and research area. This helped to increase the interest of the participants in the 

presentation session by giving them a chance to get clarification about different 

terminologies and different areas of UX such as UX aspects and UXEMs. The presentation 

session lasted for almost 40 minutes. 

 

8.4.4 Discussion Session: 
 

A discussion was already started during the presentation but that discussion was only 

between the individual participant and either the supervisors or the presenter of the 

presentation. 
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At the end of the presentation, a discussion session was carried out amongst the participants 

of the workshop including the supervisors and authors of the study along with the team of 

Ericsson AB (Karlskrona). The different key points of the discussion are presented in the 

Table 30 below: 

 

Table 30: Key points of discussion 

 

 

How do you perceive UX? 

 

How much helpful is the presented 

framework to understand UX? 

 

What are the factors of UX you feel most 

important? 

 

How many UXEMs of the proposed 

toolkit you are familiar with? 

 

What should be included in the proposed 

toolkit of UXEMs? 

 

 

During the discussion session, the team of Ericsson AB explored their areas of interest and 

their perceptions about the proposed study such as: 

 

 How they perceive UX? 

 Which aspects of UX are more attractive and suitable for their company? 

 How much important UX is according to their opinions? 

 What will be the role of UX in their company in the future? 

 What role UX can play in getting the loyalty of their customers? 

 What role can user involvement play in the success of their products and services? 

 How useful was the presentation in developing more understandings about UX? 

 How useful is the proposed framework of UX in order to develop good 

understanding about UX? 

 How they perceive UX evaluation and how many UXEMs are they familiar with? 

 How much is the proposed toolkit of UXEMs helpful for UX evaluation and what 

UXEMs are missing in the proposed toolkit of UXEMs? 

 What should be added to the proposed toolkit in order to increase its usefulness? 

 

The participants of the workshop actively participated in the discussion session and shared 

their views without any hesitation. The participants did not hesitate to ask about something 

they did not understand. The discussion session lasted for almost 50 minutes. 

8.5 Questionnaire: 
 

At the end of the discussion session, the participants of Ericsson AB team were requested to 

give their feedback about the presented work in the form of a questionnaire that was 

composed of two types of questions i.e. some of the questions were of Likert Scale type [37] 

of four points for each and the remaining were open ended questions. The participants were 

given 15 minutes to fill the questionnaire as provided in the Appendix A. 
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8.6 Feedback: 
 

At the end of the workshop, we gathered feedback collectively from the discussion session 

and questionnaire. The analysis result of the feedback is discussed in detail in this section. 

 

From the discussion session and questionnaire results, it was found that the participants of 

the workshop found the presentation informative and interesting. The participants further 

provided their perception about UX and its importance for their company as: 

 

 A very important tool to differentiate products of Host Company (Ericsson AB) 

from competitors. 

 A way to increase company profit. 

 How the customers perceive a company and its products. 

 Very important, something Host Company has to focus more on. 

 Essential for the success of any product or service. 

 

When the participants were asked to provide their views about the presentation and proposed 

framework to understand UX, three out of six participants found it very useful whereas 

remaining three considered it useful. 

 

The participants were asked to rank different UX factors (identified from academia) in the 

range of 1 to 13 where ―1‖ considered as at highest rank and ―13‖ represents the lowest rank. 

Some interesting results were obtained that are presented in the following Table 31: 

 

Table 31: UX factors ranked by different participants 

 

U
X

 

F
a
ct

o
rs

 Rating by the Participants 

Participant 

1 

Participant 

2 

Participant 

3 

Participant 

4 

Participant 

5 

Participant 

6 

Emotions 12 2 8 6 4 6 

Expectations 1 6 2 2 10 1 

Feelings or 

(Opinions) 

3 8 4 4 3 3 

Learnability 2 7 1 3 12 4 

Judgment 9 12 5 12 5 7 

Awareness 10 11 9 7 10 5 

Environment 4 9 13 4 10 8 

Social issues 11 11 6 11 5 9 

Cultural Issues 5 13 7 10 7 10 

Organizational 

Issues 

6 3 10 9 8 11 

Beauty 13 5 12 13 5 13 

Attractiveness 8 4 11 8 5 12 

User Satisfaction 7 1 3 1 11 2 

 

 

Due to small number of participants in the workshop, we cannot perform a statistical 

analysis; therefore we have provided a qualitative analysis of the available data. 
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Chart 1: Max and Min Ranking by the participants for different UX factors 

 

From the above chart 1, an interesting thing is found i.e. a high difference of opinion 

amongst different participants for the similar factor of UX. This interesting thing points out 

the fact that there is need to make industry and academia more closer for developing good 

understanding about UX i.e. still industry people are not much familiar with different factors 

of UX. Another thing to be focused on is the consensus on the proper definition and 

contributing factors of UX.  

 

Through the discussion session, one thing is clear that industry people want to involve users 

in order to capture their needs and expectations. They found UX interesting and essential to 

survive in the competitive environment. But, the main problem is the lack of good familiarity, 

with the different factors of UX. 

 

During the discussion session, participants showed their interest in the proposed toolkit of 

UXEMs. Although they were familiar with some of the methods such as web based surveys, 

diaries, interviews, cognitive walkthrough method and heuristics measurement method but 

they showed more interest in other methods of the proposed toolkit as well. They showed 

their attention by asking different questions about the implementation of these methods in 

the context of their company. They further suggested that the proposed toolkit must contain 

some information about the methods whereas one of the participants suggested that 

Workshop with several customers should be added as a method to the proposed toolkit of 

UXEMs. 

 

At the end, the participants suggested the proposed framework as useful to understand the 

phenomenon of UX in Mobile Industry. 
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9 VALIDITY 
 

Research validity plays a vital role to make sure about the accuracy and credibility of the 

research outcomes. Every research study contains different validity threats that are necessary 

to be dealt with. In this thesis study, we have followed the guidelines of Trochim [126] to 

figure out the possible threats to the research outcomes. 

 

At the beginning of this chapter, a brief introduction of validity threats is provided. Different 

sections of this chapter are based on the assessment criteria of Trochim [126]. These 

different sections provide a brief description of validity threats and discuss how these threats 

are dealt with this thesis study. 

9.1 Validity Threats: 
 

According to Trochim [126], every type of research whether it‘s qualitative or quantitative, 

needs validation. The validation of research outcomes assists the reader to decide the 

credibility and accuracy of the research outcomes. Different authors have proposed different 

validity threats among which, some are similar in nature in some way, but presented with 

different descriptions and terminologies. 

 

The validity of the research deals with concerns about the quality of measures or quality of 

the different areas of the research methodology. The conclusions about the quality of 

measures play a significant role to deal with the important issues of research study. The 

concerns for the measurement or observation of anything refer to the intentions i.e. ―whether 

we are measuring what we intend to measure or with how our observations are influenced by 

the circumstances in which they are made‖ [126]. 

 

This thesis study is an exploratory case study that is qualitative in nature. The results of the 

case study were evaluated from the workshop where the feedback was in the form of 

discussion, suggestions and a questionnaire that collectively produced qualitative data at the 

end.  

 

In order to evaluate the validity of this study, we have followed the guidelines of Trochim 

[126] who presented four criteria‘s to analyze the worth of qualitative research and are as 

follows: 

 

 Credibility 

 Transferability 

 Dependability 

 Confirm ability 

 

Following sections provide a brief description of the above validity threats with respect to 

their implication in this thesis. 

 

9.1.1 Credibility: 
 

According to Trochim [126], a credibility criterion is used to analyze the credibility of the 

outcomes produced by qualitative research. It also emphasizes on the belief of the 

participants of the research that what´s their opinion about the outcomes of the study.  

 

As this thesis study is an exploratory case study, therefore the research was started by 

conducting a literature review (See Chapter 2, section 2.1.3.5). Many resources were used to 
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find the related research articles, journals, books, conferences and reports (See Chapter 2, 

section 2.1.3.7). At the end of case study, we proposed an initial framework to understand 

UX in Mobile Industry (See Chapter 7, section 7.3) along with a toolkit of UXEMs (See 

Chapter 7, section 7.4). These research outcomes were presented in the workshop held at 

Ericsson AB, Karlskrona (See Chapter 8). The main aim behind the workshop was to 

evaluate the research findings and get feedback (See Chapter 8). 

 

In the workshop, participants were explained the research outcomes during presentation 

session. During the discussion session, participants were encouraged to talk about the 

applicability of the proposed study in their context. The participants were also provided a 

questionnaire (See Appendix A) where they provided their views about the credibility of the 

proposed study. While answering the questionnaire, some participants asked about the 

different terminologies and concepts used in academia and they were entertained at the same 

time. In order to ensure consistency of feedback, the questionnaire was designed in a simple 

language. The views of the participants about the proposed study were collected through 

discussion and questionnaire.  

 

At the end of workshop, participants gave a positive feedback about the proposed study (See 

Chapter 8, section 8.6). The participants shown their willingness to follow the guidelines of 

the proposed study and gave some suggestions to extend the toolkit of UXEMs (See Chapter 

8, section 8.6). Our final results are based on the results of case study and the views of 

participants of the workshop. 

 

9.1.2 Transferability: 
 

According to Trochim [126], transferability deals with the extent to which the outcomes of 

qualitative research can be applicable to other contexts. For this reason, this section discusses 

different possibilities with respect to the transferability of this thesis study. 

 

The results of the case study were presented in a workshop to a team of Ericsson AB. 

Ericsson is a multinational company which plays a vital role in the areas of MPS, Cable TV 

and IPTV systems. The participants of the workshop showed their interest in UX evaluation 

for their products and gave positive feedback about the proposed framework to understand 

UX (See Chapter 7, section 7.3 and Chapter 8, section 8.6). The participants had different 

working experiences ranged from 5 to 33 years. On the basis of feedback of the participants, 

it can be concluded that if the proposed study is applicable to one company like Ericsson 

than the transferability of it may be possible. 

 

The outcomes of the study are the initial framework to understand UX in Mobile Industry 

(See Chapter 7, section 7.3) and the toolkit of UXEMs (See Chapter 7, section 7.4). The 

proposed framework is intended to get better understanding about the concept of UX, so it 

can be used in different contexts. On the other hand, the proposed toolkit of UXEMs is 

comprised of different UXEMs, so according to the needs and requirements of any 

organization, it can be used in different contexts. 

 

9.1.3 Dependability: 
 

According to Trochim [126], dependability identifies that researcher should take care of the 

variations taking place in the context where research occurs. It is the responsibility of the 

research to explain these variations taking place in the context and also look after that what 

affects these variations put to the research approach of the study. 
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The authors of the study conducted a case study where they performed a detail literature 

review. On the basis of the outcomes of case study, the authors conducted a workshop at 

Ericsson AB (See Chapter 8). For the workshop, the main threat was the familiarity of the 

academic terminologies as most of the participants were not familiar with the terminologies 

used in academia. This may affect the credibility of the results. During discussion session 

and in the questionnaire, the participants were asked questions in a very simple and friendly 

way that the participants would feel free to share their opinion without hesitation. Also 

different terminologies and concepts were described and explained during presentation, 

discussion and questionnaire feedback session.  

 

The other possible threat to the outcomes of the thesis was the selection of the company to 

get feedback on the outcomes of thesis study. It was kept in mind to get access to a company 

that can provide broader view and feedback to the outcomes of thesis study and for that 

purpose Ericsson AB was approached.  

 

9.1.4 Confirmability: 
 

According to Trochim [126], Confirmability refers to which extent the outcomes of the study 

are confirmable or validated by the other researchers. 

 

All the research process of this thesis study was documented by the authors of the thesis (See 

Chapter 2). We conducted a Case Study where a detail literature review was performed upon 

which results of thesis study were produced. The produced results were presented in front of 

a team of experts in a workshop. The positive feedback of the participants about the 

outcomes of the thesis study provides the confirm ability of the results of thesis study. 
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SECTION IV – CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

 

           Chapter 10: Conclusion and Future Work 
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10 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

This chapter presents the conclusion and future work of this thesis study. Section 10.1 

provides the conclusion of this study whereas the proceedings of revisiting the research 

questions are presented in the section 10.1.1. There are many interesting things yet to be 

focused in the area of thesis study. The future work explains these areas and is provided in 

the section 10.2. 

10.1 Conclusion: 
 

The Telecommunication Industry has experienced a great revolution since last decade. 

Currently, traditional wired telephones and their services are becoming the history due to a 

change in infrastructures to data based services, homogeneous to heterogeneous networks 

and non intelligent devices to smart handhelds, personal digital assistants, and mobile 

computers.  

 

Mobile devices become the new fashion trend and play an important role in the life of many 

people. Due to this reason, major industry experts expect the upcoming time to be the time of 

the Mobile Industry. The success of the mobile industry is by and large dependent on its 

consumers. Therefore it is necessary for vendors to focus on their target audience i.e. what 

are the needs and requirements of their consumers and how they feel about and perceive their 

products. 

 

In this thesis study, one of our main focuses was to explore the different definitions and 

concepts of UX present in literature, ISO and other standards. Also, we wanted to explore 

the different UXEMs, presented by different authors in literature along with the 

identification of the UX role in mobile industry.  

 

During the exploratory case study, we found different interesting things and are: 

 

 In academia (literature), different identifications, definitions and terminologies are 

present for UX but still no consensus is found on one single definition of UX. 

Somehow these definitions address similar aspects of UX but these different 

interpretations of UX may confuse the general users.  

 

 There are different UXEMs and UX evaluation criteria present in academia that are 

used to capture the UX. There are some multi methods approaches that were found 

during document collection (Literature Review) but they were addressing only few 

aspects of UX. At the end, no single UXEM was found that can capture the broader 

picture of UX as most of them were only meant to measure some of the UX aspects. 

 

 In literature, different UX factors such as multimedia and aesthetics are identified by 

different authors that may influence the adoption of MPS. Also, different UX 

challenges faced by the mobile industry that needs to be addressed were identified 

during this thesis study. 

Due to the above reasons, we figured out the need of a framework that can act as a guideline 

to understand UX and its different factors in Mobile Industry. We also realized that there is a 

need of a platform where different identified UXEMs can be put together with the necessary 

information i.e. which UXEM is applicable to which development phase and which UXEM 
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is best suitable to which particular UX aspect. We named it as a toolkit of UXEMs. The 

proposed toolkit is meant to facilitate the organizations that how they can adopt the UXEMs 

by considering the development phases and UX aspects. 

 

We have also extended the UX evaluation criteria proposed by Roto et al. [35] by the 

introduction of different factors of UX that need to be measured along with the addition of 

the proposed toolkit of UXEMs. The extended UX evaluation criteria will help the 

organization to understand the different measures for UX evaluation and to adopt the correct 

and appropriate UXEMs for the proper UX factor. 

 

10.1.1 Research Questions Revisited: 
 

This thesis is based on four research questions. This section presents, how the research 

questions have been answered to meet the objectives of this thesis study. 

 

RQ 1: What are the different definitions and concepts for UX in literature? 
 

During this thesis study, different definitions, terminologies and concepts of UX are 

identified. The identification of these different definitions, terminologies and concepts of UX 

are considered as the contribution of this thesis study. This contribution has summed up all 

the possible and important definitions, concepts and terminologies (See chapter 3, section 

3.1 and section 3.2), presented by different authors in literature. The results of the analysis of 

the identified definitions, terminologies and concepts of UX are provided in the Chapter 7, 

Section 7.1. 

 

RQ 2: How is the role of UX in the Mobile Industry described in literature? 

 

This thesis also highlights the role of UX in Mobile Industry as provided in literature i.e. 

how UX is perceived in mobile industry and how different UX factors affect the adoption of 

MPS. Different UX challenges are also identified that are currently faced by Mobile Industry. 

The chapter 4, section 4.2 highlights these areas in detail.  

 

The results obtained after the analysis of the different identified factors that influence UX in 

adoption of MPS and different UX challenges faced by Mobile Industry are provided in 

Chapter 7, section 7.2. 

 

RQ 3: What are the currently published UX Evaluation Methods (UXEMs) and how they 

are used? 
 

In literature, different UXEMs have been proposed to capture different factors of UX. 

Chapter 5 and 6 are designed to answer this question. UXEMs are defined in two main types 

i.e. Objective and Subjective.  

 

Different UXEMs have been identified that can be implemented during different phases of 

the development life cycle. These methods include Physiological Method, Neurological 

Measurement Methods, SocioXensor Method, RGT, Experimental Pilots, SAFE Method, 

Diary Method, Web Based Surveys, Interviews, Heuristic Evaluation Method and Cognitive 

Walkthrough Method. Chapter 6, section 6.2 provides the detailed description of each 

method in order to understand their working. 

 

The results of the analysis of these UXEMs are provided in Chapter 7, section 7.4. On the 

basis of that analysis, we have proposed a toolkit of UXEMs that can assist the organizations 

to decide which UXEM is suitable for which UX aspect with respect to some specific 
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development phase. This toolkit of UXEMs is also considered as a contribution to this thesis 

study. 

 

RQ 4: What kind of framework can be developed to understand UX and to customize the 

number of measures used for UX evaluation in mobile industry? 

 

From the results of RQ1 and RQ2, it was analyzed that different authors have presented 

different interpretations of UX in literature. It was also noticed that every author in literature 

was focusing on some of the factors of UX which was not sufficient to understand the UX at 

broad spectrum. Due to this reason, we proposed our own framework to understand UX in 

Mobile Industry. This framework is considered as one of the major contribution of this thesis 

study. 

 

The proposed framework provides different factors of UX that were collected after 

answering RQ1 and RQ2. The proposed framework provides different measures of UX that 

can help to assist the organizations in identifying the goals of UX evaluation. The proposed 

framework is provided in detail in the Chapter 7, section 7.3. 

 

At the end, it is expected that the developed framework will help to understand the UX 

phenomenon and different measures for UX evaluation in Mobile Industry.  

 

A discussion about the future work of this thesis study is provided in the next section. 

10.2 Future Work: 
 

This section highlights the areas which have different dimensions and are still open for the 

future research. 

 

10.2.1 Identification of a proper relationship between Quality and UX: 
 

We found an interesting thing during this thesis study that quality and UX have a deep 

relationship as some of the attributes of quality share some common attributes or aspects 

with the UX. But there is not much work present in literature that can clearly identify the 

relationship between quality and UX. 

 

Therefore, we suggest that this would be a big contribution to the research area of UX and 

quality as there are still many things to be done in this area. 

 

10.2.2 Motivation towards UX Evaluation: 
 

The motivation of the stakeholders such as users and organizations towards the UX 

evaluation will be a good contribution in the research area of UX. Till now, traditional 

Usability evaluation methods are used by most of the organizations which are important due 

to their usefulness but adoption of standard UXEMs is also important from the success 

aspect of any product or service.  

 

Therefore, the authors propose that in future, there should be more focus on the success 

factors and procedures that can assist the organizations in the adoption of UXEMs. 
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APPENDIX A: WORKSHOP QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

 

The requested personal information is only required for the analysis of responses and result categorizing. We 

assure the secrecy of results, obtained from your responses. 

 

 

Name:  

Name of Organization :  

Designation:  

Years of Working 

Experience: 

 

Gender:  

Education/Qualification:  

E-mail (if ok to send follow 

up mail?) 

 

 

Questions: 

 

Following 7 questions will be used to evaluate our work: 

 

Q1: Spontaneously, how do you perceive UX? 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Q2: In order to develop good understanding about the UX and its aspects, how helpful do you think the 

presentation will be?  

 

      Not Helpful                          Helpful    Very Helpful                     No opinion 

 

Q3: According to your opinion, which of the discussed aspects of UX is of highest importance when 

measuring UX? Please rank by numbers 1-13 (where 1 is most important) 

 

 

i. Affective Aspects 

 

a. Emotions  

b. Expectations  

ii. Cognitive Aspects  

a. Feelings or Opinions  

b. Learnability  

c. Judgment  

d. Awareness  

iii. Context of Use  

a. Environment  

b. Social Issues  

c. Cultural Issue  

d. Organizational Issues  

iv. Aesthetics  

a. Beauty  

b. Attractiveness  

v. User Satisfaction  

 

 

Q4: According to your opinion, is anything missing in the framework? 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Q5: Do you involve Users in your UX Evaluation process? 

 

i. Yes  

ii. No 

iii. No applicable  

iv. Own comments ______________________________________________________________ 
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Q6: Do evaluators have any type of formal training/course for UX evaluation? 

 

i. Yes  

ii. No 

iii. No applicable 

iv. Own comments ______________________________________________________________ 

Q7: How many UXEMs are you familiar with? 

 

i.   Physiological Method 

ii.   Neurological Measurement Methods 

iii.   SocioXensor Method 

iv.   Repertory Grid Technique 

v.   Experimental Pilots 

vi.   SAFE Method 

vii.   Diary Method 

viii.   Web Based Surveys 

ix.   Interviews 

x.   Heuristic Evaluation Methods 

xi.   Cognitive Walkthrough Method 

xii.   Other________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________(please name it)  
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APPENDIX B: UX DEFINITION 
 

 

According to the authors of this study, the term UX can be perceived as cognitive and 

affective aspects of users towards the aesthetic and pragmatic perspectives of some 

particular product, service or system during and after interaction in some particular context. 

Expectations of users may influence the cognitive and affective aspects of users whereas 

overall UX can be affected due to different user groups and different social and cultural 

issues. 

 


